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Classical Sanskrit is well known for making extensive use of compounding. I argue, within a lexicalist framework, that the major rules of compounding in Sanskrit can be most appropriately characterized in syntactic, not morphological, terms. That is, Classical Sanskrit ‘compounds’ are in fact very often syntactic phrases. The syntactic analysis proposed captures the fact that compound formation is closer to a morphological process than other aspects of syntax, and so permits some acknowledgment of the gradient nature of the word–phrase divide, even within a strictly lexicalist theory.*
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1. Introduction. Classical Sanskrit is well known for making extensive use of compounding; indeed, modern Western linguistics has adopted the Sanskrit grammatical terms for some compound types, such as bahuvrihi and dvandva. In this article, I discuss the morphosyntactic status of Classical Sanskrit compounds. I argue that the major rules of compounding in Sanskrit can be most appropriately characterized in syntactic, not morphological, terms: that is, as syntactic phrases rather than as complex words.

The position of compounds on the cline between syntactic phrase and lexical unit, in particular in English but also crosslinguistically, has been the subject of considerable debate and is a prominent topic in morphological work on the definition of a word. The topic has not been so widely treated in syntactic literature. Within strict lexicalist theories in particular, there is relatively little work on compounds and, perhaps, little motivation to treat them, since a lexical analysis is always possible. I argue within a strict lexicalist framework that, while some Classical Sanskrit compounds are indeed lexical, the productive rules of compounding must be considered part of the syntax of the language. At the same time, the syntax of Sanskrit compounds is in certain respects different from the ‘ordinary’ syntax of the Sanskrit clause and is, arguably, closer to a morphological/lexical process. I present an analysis, based within a strict lexicalist syntactic theory, that captures, at least to an extent, the fact that compound formation is closer to a lexical process than other aspects of syntax. It therefore permits some acknowledgment of the gradient nature of the word–phrase divide, even within a strictly lexicalist theory, and is particularly relevant for analyzing diachronic processes such as univerbation, as well as grammaticalization and degrammaticalization.

2. Sanskrit syntax and compounding. Sanskrit is an old Indo-Aryan language that has been widely used on the Indian subcontinent for over three thousand years. It was and still is used primarily as a literary and academic language, but also as a spoken language; for a long time it was the main lingua franca in use across South Asia.¹ Classical Sanskrit is a relatively standardized form of Sanskrit, codified on the basis of a native grammatical tradition. The earliest surviving, and most important, work in this

* I am very grateful to Jim Benson, Mary Dalrymple, and Oleg Belyaev for helpful discussion and comments on earlier versions of this work, and also to the audience at SE-LFG15 for their attention and comments, in particular Andy Spencer. I am also very grateful to Brendan Gillon and two anonymous referees for their comments on this article, which enabled me to correct a number of problems. This work was undertaken while in receipt of an Early Career Research Fellowship funded by the Leverhulme Trust.

¹ On the position of Sanskrit in pre-Modern India, see Pollock 2006, and on its demise as a living language and its current status, see Pollock 2001.
tradition is the *Aṣṭādhyāyī*, written by the grammarian Pāṇini in around the fourth century BC; it is primarily on the basis of this work that Classical Sanskrit was codified. Due to the strong influence of the grammatical tradition and Pāṇini’s grammar, Classical Sanskrit underwent relatively little linguistic change after the fourth century BC, at least in terms of phonology and morphology.

In terms of basic grammatical features, Sanskrit is a highly inflectional language with considerable freedom of word order, although the predominant order of major constituents is SOV. Example 1 illustrates a simple Sanskrit sentence: the arguments of the verb are inflected for number and case (determined by the selectional properties of the verb), and also according to gender; the verb is inflected for tense, mood, and diathesis (voice), as well as for number and person in agreement with the subject.

(1) devadatto bhiṣava odanam adāt
Devadatta.nom.sg mendicant.dat.sg porridge.acc.sg give.aor.ind.act.3sg
‘Devadatta gave porridge to the mendicant.’

In these respects its syntax is relatively similar to that of related old Indo-European languages such as Latin and Ancient Greek, and even to some modern languages like Russian. However, Classical Sanskrit is notably different from all of these in respect to its extremely free use of compounding.

Compounding in Classical Sanskrit is so productive that almost any meaning that can be expressed using two or more separate words can also be expressed using a single compound, and it is so widespread that almost no Sanskrit sentence is encountered that does not contain at least one compound. For example, the sentence in 1 can be paraphrased as in 2, with the entire verb phrase reformulated as a single compound ‘word’.

(2) devadatto [bhiṣu- datta- odanah]
Devadatta.nom.sg mendicant-given-porridge.nom.sg.m
‘Devadatta gave porridge to the mendicant.’ (lit. ‘Devadatta is (one by whom) porridge (was) given (to the) mendicant.’)

As can be seen in this example, the last element in a compound inflects like an ordinary Sanskrit word, distinguishing number, gender, and case as required. Nonfinal elements in a compound, in contrast, appear in what is called ‘stem’ form, that is, without any inflectional ending. The ‘stem’ form of words (which is also the citation form) cannot otherwise be used without some kind of inflectional or derivational material following.

There is a large variety of compound types in Sanskrit, though many are relatively rare. In this article I discuss the most important subtypes of the five major compound

---

2 That SOV is the most commonly attested constituent order in Sanskrit is clear enough from reading almost any prose (and many verse) texts; the point is made by, for example, Delbrück (1878), Speyer (1896), and Gonda (1952). That is not to say, however, that Sanskrit is an SOV language: its word order is nonconfigurational, or more accurately discourse-configurational, the order of constituents being determined by information structure rather than grammatical function. For two rather different accounts of Sanskrit word order that nevertheless share this intuition, see Gillon & Shaer 2005 and Lowe 2015a:37–46.


4 For compounds in earlier stages of Sanskrit, see §11.

5 In this example, and throughout this article, I represent the constituent members of compounds separated, with the whole compound surrounded by square brackets. This example is my own, but its structure parallels attested examples; see, for example, Coulson 1992:122.

6 For an overview of compounding in Sanskrit, see, for example, Whitney 1896:424–56.
types. These are the dvandva, the tatpuruṣa, the karmadhāraya, the bahuvrīhi, and the avyayībhāva. In order to keep this article to a reasonable length, I do not treat the full variety of subtypes of these categories, but focus on the most common. It is possible to distinguish up to thirty different types of compound in Sanskrit, depending on how fine the distinctions one wishes to make (cf. e.g. the slightly different set of distinctions made by Gillon (2009:101) and Tubb and Boone (2007:85–145)). Most of these are subtypes of tatpuruṣa, karmadhāraya, or bahuvrīhi. The types treated in this article are undoubtedly the most commonly attested, almost certainly constituting the majority of Sanskrit compound phrases, and are representative of the range of possibilities for compound expression in Sanskrit; as for the types not treated, all are amenable to analysis along the same lines as proposed below, and I hope to demonstrate this explicitly in future work.

Before moving on, I briefly introduce these main compound types that are the subject of analysis in this article. Dvandvas are essentially compounds of coordinate nouns (or compound noun phrases). For example, the noun gaja- ‘elephant’ and the noun aśva- ‘horse’ can form a dvandva [gaja- aśva-] ‘elephant(s) and horse(s)’. Dvandvas are the only regular type of compound for which there is (arguably) no requirement of binarity, and no head (or rather no nonheads); that is, any number of nouns can be compounded in parallel, just as there is no requirement for binarity in full phrasal coordination. For example, the noun ratha- ‘chariot’ can be compounded with the nouns for ‘elephant’ and ‘horse’ to create [ratha- gaja- aśva-] ‘chariot(s), elephant(s), and horse(s)’. In this compound, the only division is three ways; there is no sense in which [ratha- gaja-] or [gaja- aśva-] form subconstituents.

The term tatpuruṣa covers a wide range of compound types, but the canonical type (the ‘vibhakti-tatpuruṣa’) involves the implication of a case relation between the first element, which is invariably a noun, and the second element, which may be a noun or an adjective. For example [svarga- patita-], lit. ‘heaven-fallen’, can be analyzed in terms of an ablative case relation between the adjective and noun: ‘fallen from heaven’ (svargāt patita-, where svargāt is the ablative singular of svarga-). Likewise, [rāja-bhāryā-], lit. ‘king-wife’, can be analyzed in terms of a genitival case relation between the nouns: ‘the wife of the king’ (rājñō bhāryā-, where rājño is genitive singular of rājan- ‘king’). The term karmadhāraya likewise applies to a number of distinct compound types. The most common types, which I analyze in this article, are: compounds of adjective + noun where the adjective modifies the noun, for example, [priya- vayasya-], lit. ‘dear-friend’ (= ‘dear friend’); compounds of adjective + adjective or adverb + adjective, where the first member modifies the second, for example, [udagra- ramanīya-], lit. ‘intense-lovely’ (= ‘intensely lovely’); compounds of noun + noun where both nouns refer to the

---

7 How these types fit into modern classifications of compound types is not important for the present purposes; many authors essentially follow the classifications of the Sanskrit tradition (as e.g. Olsen 2000); for an alternative see Bisetto & Scalise 2005. For an introduction to the analysis of compounding within the Indian grammatical tradition, see Joshi 1974:i–lxix.

8 The Indian grammatical tradition treated karmadhārayas as a type of tatpuruṣa, but here, as is often done, I treat them as separate compound types for descriptive purposes (since there are a large number of subtypes of both karmadhāraya and non-karmadhāraya tatpuruṣas).

9 Rules of sandhi apply between members of compounds, so that, for example, [gaja- aśva-] always surfaces as gajāśva- (by coalescence of two adjacent short a vowels into one long ā vowel). Throughout this article I give compounds in presandhi form, so as to avoid obscuring the divisions between elements.

10 Formally, [rāja-bhāryā-] is ambiguous: given the right context, it could also be interpreted as a dvandva ‘king(s) and wife/wives’.
same entity or entities, for example, [ṛāja-ṛṣi-], lit. ‘king-seer’ (i.e. a seer who is also a king), or [āmātya-devadatta-], lit. ‘minister-Devadatta’ (= ‘Devadatta the minister’).

Bahuvrīhis are often described as ‘exocentric’ compounds; essentially, a bahuvrīhi functions as a kind of reduced nominal clause, modifying an external element. So, the most common, and the simplest, type of bahuvrīhi is a two-part compound consisting of an adjective followed by a noun, as in the following example.

(3) [dīrgha-karṇa-]
long-ear-
‘long-eared’

Bahuvrīhis are functionally adjectival, attributing a property to an entity external to the compound. Like any adjectival construction in Sanskrit, bahuvrīhis can function as nouns in the absence of an explicit modificand. So, if the noun with which it agrees is absent, [dīrgha-karṇa-] can mean ‘the one with long ears’.

Bahuvrīhis are often translated as relative clauses, for example, ‘to/of whom the ears are long’. This analysis originates with the Pāṇini grammatical tradition, where bahuvrīhis are explicitly glossed as relative clauses; for example, the nominative singular masculine of the compound in 3 is traditionally glossed as follows.

(4) dīrghau karṇau yasya saḥ
long.nom.du.m ear.nom.du who.gen.sg.m he
‘he whose ears are long’

Avyayībhāvas are compounds involving a preposition and a governed noun, functionally equivalent to an adverbially used prepositional phrase. For example, [bahir-grāma-], lit. ‘outside-village’, which can be analyzed in terms of a prepositional phrase ‘outside the village’ (bahir grāmāt, where grāmāt is the ablative singular of grāma-, ablative being the case form required by the preposition bahir). When avyayībhāva compounds are embedded inside another compound, the final member naturally appears in stem form, but when not embedded the final member appears in an invariant adverbial form.

(5) [abhi-agni] śalabhāḥ patanti
to-fire.adv moth.nom.pl fly.3pl
‘Moths fly toward the fire.’ (Kāśikā ad Asūḍhaśāyī 2.1.14)

The compound [abhi-agni] here is equivalent to the prepositional phrase abhiagnim ‘to fire.acc’. The form agni is not a genuine case form of the noun agnī- ‘fire’; the form corresponds to what would be expected for an accusative singular neuter, but the noun is masculine.11 In [bahir-ātman] ‘outside one’s self’, ātmanā not only does not correspond to any possible case form of the masculine ātman- ‘self’, but does not even correspond to the theoretical accusative singular neuter.

All of these compound types are fully productive in Classical Sanskrit, in that in principle a compound of one of these types can be freely formed from any two words of the appropriate categories. In addition, the rules of compound formation are recursive, such that a compound of one type may be embedded within a compound of the same or another type, and the resulting compound may itself be further embedded in a compound structure, and so on.12

---

11 This is also true for grāman, although here the ‘accusative neuter’ is identical to the actual accusative singular (masculine) form of this noun.

12 Examples of all the major compound types embedded inside larger compounds appear below, except for avyayībhāvas, but only because these are comparatively rare compared with the other categories. Examples of avyayībhāvas embedded in larger compounds are therefore less widespread, but still well attested and cer-
It is important to note that the arguments made in this article apply only to compounds that are (at least potentially) not listed, that is, that are (at least potentially) freely formed according to the morphosyntactic rules of the language, and are not stored as complete sequences in a speaker’s mental lexicon. The compounding processes that are of interest here are fully productive, and I take full semantic compositionality to be a necessary feature of productively formed syntactic phrases and morphological words. Semantic noncompositionality implies listedness (though the converse implication does not necessarily hold); there do exist very many compounds in Classical Sanskrit with noncompositional meanings and that therefore must be treated as listed, but the existence of such compounds does not prejudice the status of nonlexicalized compounds. An example is *kṛṣṇa-sarpa-*, which in purely compositional terms would mean simply ‘black snake’, but which refers specifically to ‘the black cobra’; it is therefore fully parallel to English *blackbird*. While such compounds can be analyzed, at least in principle, as formed according to the same compounding rules that I treat in this article, they are necessarily listed (whether as idiomatic phrases or lexemes) and so cannot be used as evidence for the status of the productive compounding rules under discussion. In addition, a finite number of forms that were analyzed as compounds in the Indian grammatical tradition are unambiguously lexicalized (and therefore listed), since there is no regular relation between the forms of the ‘compounds’ and the words from which they are supposedly formed. For example, *balāhaka-* ‘cloud’ is traditionally analyzed as a compound of *vāri-* ‘water’ and *vāhaka-* ‘bearer’ (Tubb & Boose 2007:122), but both words have to be assumed to appear in idiosyncratic forms that, even if a compound analysis is reasonable, necessitates the conclusion that the compound is listed. All such forms are disregarded in the rest of this article.

I now move on to discuss the evidence regarding the morphosyntactic status of these compound types in Classical Sanskrit.

3. Evidence for syntactic status. The most widespread analysis of compounding found in both morphological and syntactic literature is as a morphological or lexical—that is, nonsyntactic—process, though some authors have proposed strictly syntactic analyses of compound formation in some languages. Of course, what one means by a morphological, lexical, or syntactic process varies considerably depending on one’s theoretical persuasion, and some morphological analyses are hardly different from syntactic analyses based on different theoretical assumptions. I discuss previous and alternative approaches to compounding in detail in §4 below. But at this point, it is important to note two things.

First, my perspective here is explicitly lexicalist, since it is really the lexicalist approach to the syntax–morphology divide that is most challenged by compounding phenomena. The lexicalist approach that I adopt assumes a strict modularity between syntax and morphology (hence the dichotomy between morphological and syntactic processes in the first sentence of this section). I use the term *syntax* to refer to the component of grammar that deals with linear, functional, and in particular hierarchical relations between words. Words are the minimal units of syntax and are stored in the lexicon. I use the term *morphology* to refer to the component of the grammar that deals with the internal structure of words.

\[\text{Historical Syntax} \quad e75\]

\[\text{tainly no less grammatical, for example, } [\text{buhit-} \text{grāma-pratiśraya-}] \text{, lit. } \text{“outside-village-dwelling-” = “whose dwelling is outside the village” (Mānavadharmaśāstra 10.36).}\]

\[13\] Lexicalized compounds are recognized as a distinct category in the Indian grammatical tradition, under the heading of *nitya-samāsa* ‘obligatory compounds’, so they are relatively easy to isolate from nonlexicalized compounds.
Second, my aim in this article is not to argue that all processes of compound formation attested crosslinguistically should be treated syntactically, nor necessarily to claim that Sanskrit compounding, as a syntactic phenomenon, is fundamentally different from compounding processes in other languages. My aim is more restricted: I argue purely for the status of compounding in Classical Sanskrit. In §5, I present a means of analyzing Sanskrit compounding that has considerable potential for modeling the intermediate status of compounds, between syntax and lexicon, crosslinguistically, but I make no specific claims as to the applicability of my proposals to any particular compounding process in any other language.

There is no established set of criteria for distinguishing the minimal units of phrasal syntax from units of morphology or, to put it another way, for distinguishing words from parts of words, despite the fundamental importance of the distinction for lexicalist theories of syntax. Nevertheless, a number of criteria have been proposed, and are widely used, in discussions of this kind. In this section I discuss a number of criteria that are relevant to the status of productive compounding processes in Classical Sanskrit.14

3.1. ‘Asamartha’ Compounding. Asamartha is the traditional term used to describe a construction in which a word external to a compound bears a syntactic relation to a word inside a compound, and not to the compound as a whole. This phenomenon is, strictly, not permitted according to the prescriptive Pānini grammar (Tubb & Boose 2007:189–90), but is nevertheless well attested.15 A direct syntactic relation between a word outside a compound and an element embedded within a compound provides evidence that such compounds are syntactic phrases, at least from a lexicalist perspective. Perhaps the fundamental assumption of lexicalist syntax is that words can stand in syntactic relations to other words, but not to parts of words. As Lapointe (1980:8) defined his GENERALIZED LEXICALIST HYPOTHESIS, an early and particularly clear statement of what is more usually known as the STRONG LEXICALIST HYPOTHESIS: ‘No syntactic rule can refer to elements of morphological structure’. The example in 6 is taken from Tubb & Boose 2007:189–90.16

(6) jagato [[janma- ādi-]bv kāraṇam]tp brahmādhigamyate world.gen origin- etc.- cause brahman=understand.pass.3sg
‘Brahman is understood to be the cause of the origin of the world, etc.’

(Brahmasūtrabhāṣya 1.1.3)

Here, the genitive noun jagatah ‘of the world’ depends on the first element of the bahuvrīhi compound [janma- ādi-] ‘origin etc.’, which is itself embedded in a tatpurusā compound. The genitive cannot be construed with the tatpurusā, and cannot easily be construed with the bahuvrīhi. Likewise, in the following example the locative noun pāṇḍaveśu ‘among the Pāṇḍavas’ is functionally dependent on the tatpurusā compound [eka- puruṣa-] ‘one man’, which is embedded in a tatpurusā, embedded within a bahuvrīhi. The locative cannot be construed with the bahuvrīhi, nor the outer tatpurusā, but only with the doubly embedded tatpurusā.

14 Haspelmath (2011) argues forcefully that none of the criteria used in discussions of wordhood, nor any combination of such criteria, are satisfactory for establishing a definition of a ‘word’ as a crosslinguistically valid concept. His arguments are in large part convincing, though I do not share his negative view on the status of ‘word’ as a crosslinguistic concept. In any case, my aim here is not crosslinguistic, but language-specific, and Haspelmath does not deny the possibility of words as language-specific concepts.
16 From hereon I show the internal structure of complex compounds in examples, and mark the type of compounds using the following subscript abbreviations: bv = bahuvrīhi, dd = dvandva, kd = karmadhāraya, tp = tatpurusā.
It is even possible for more than one element external to a compound to stand in relation to an element within the compound. Gillon (1994:120) provides the following example (translation his).

(8) dṟdẖam khalu tvayi [baddha- bhāvā]bv ūrvaśī
firmly indeed you.loc fixed- affection Ūrvaśī
‘Indeed, Ūrvaśī is one whose affection is firmly fixed on you.’

(Vikramorvāśīyam 2.134)

Here, both the adverb dṟdẖam ‘firmly’ and the locative pronoun tvayi ‘in you’ are to be construed with baddha- ‘fixed’, the first element of the bahuvrīhi compound. The compound-external elements need not be individual words, but can be a syntactic phrase of more than one word. In the following example, the phrase tat- abhāve sarvatra ‘in every absence of it’ functions as an adjunct modifying the first element of the compound abhāva- asiddeḥ (following the interpretation of Gillon 1994:131, whence the example).

(9) apratibaddhasya [tat- abhāve]tv sarvatra [abhāva- unconnected.gen that- absence.loc everywhere absence- asiddeḥ]tv
nonestablishment.abl
‘due to the nonestablishment of the absence of a thing that is unconnected in every absence of it’

(Pramāṇavārttikasvavratti 12.23)

Gillon (1994) shows that a wide range of syntactic relations are possible between compounded words and noncompounded words/phrases, all of which are also possible between noncompounded words. He also shows that asamrtha compounding is no less frequent than regular syntactic phrase of more than one word. In the following example, the phrase tat- abhāve sarvatra ‘in every absence of it’ functions as an adjunct modifying the first element of the compound abhāva- asiddeḥ (following the interpretation of Gillon 1994:131, whence the example).

In lexicalist approaches to grammar, words are the minimal units of syntax; it should therefore be impossible for syntactic relations to hold between subparts of morphologically formed compounds and words external to the compound. The fact that in Classical Sanskrit such relations are relatively common provides strong evidence for the syntactic status of Sanskrit compounding processes, at least within an approach that seeks to maintain the fundamental assumptions of lexicalism. Words can also stand in semantic, anaphoric, relations to parts of compounds, as discussed in the next section.

3.2. Anaphoric (non)islandhood. It is usually assumed, following Postal (1969), that words are anaphoric islands, that is, that it is not possible to refer anaphorically to parts of a word (‘outbound’ anaphora). In fact, constraints on outbound anaphora are primarily pragmatic and are not due to ungrammaticality (Ward et al. 1991). ‘Inbound’ anaphora, that is, anaphoric reference from part of a word to an element outside that word, is common with inflectional affixes, but crosslinguistically rare as part of compounds or derivational formations (Haspelmath 2011:51). Again, constraints on inbound anaphora may be more pragmatic than grammatical and may differ across languages; Harris (2006) shows that inbound anaphora does occur in Georgian.

Nevertheless, anaphora of both kinds are at the least highly constrained in most languages, and this is true also for unambiguously lexicalized compounds and derivational
formations in Sanskrit. Crucially, however, there are no constraints on inbound or outbound anaphora in relation to productively formed compound structures in Classical Sanskrit: anaphoric reference into, out of, and even within compounds functions entirely parallel to anaphoric reference within and between noncompound phrases and clauses.

Inbound anaphora is particularly common. All Sanskrit pronouns have forms for use in compounds, including the demonstrative and anaphoric pronouns, which usually refer back to elements outside of the compound in which they appear. The compound form *tat* of the anaphoric third-person pronoun is particularly common.\(^{17}\)

(10) naivam vākyāni, dṛṣṭya-viśeṣa-tvāt, adṛṣṭyatve 'py [adrṣṭa- viśeṣaṇāṁ]by unobservableness.LOC even unobserved- distinct.features.gen

\(\text{[vijāyiyatva- upagama-]lp virodhāt]lp, [tat- heterogeneity- accepting- contradiction.ABL them,]-}\)

viśeṣaṇāṁ]lp anyatrāpi śakya- kriyatvāt ...

distinct.features.gen elsewhere=too possible- creation.ABL

‘Sentences, are not like this, because their distinct features are observable, and even if they were unobservable, due to the contradiction of accepting heterogeneity of things with unobserved distinct features (from those without), and because of the possibility of the creation of their, distinct features elsewhere too … ’ (Pramāṇavārttikasvavṛtti 16.1)

Here the first element of the tatpurusā compound [tat- viśeṣaṇāṁ] ‘their distinct features’ refers back to the noun vākyāni ‘sentences’. Likewise, in example 9, repeated as 11, the first element of the compound [tat- abhāve] ‘in its absence’ refers back to the preceding word, which is not part of the compound.

(11) apratibaddhasya [tat- abhāve]lp sarvatra [abhāva- unconnected.gen, that, absence.LOC everywhere absence- asiddeh]lp nonestablishment.ABL

‘due to the nonestablishment of the absence of a thing, that is unconnected in every absence of it,’ (Pramāṇavārttikasvavṛtti 12.23)

Example 12 illustrates simultaneous inbound and outbound anaphora. The first element of the tatpurusā compound [tat- anyena] ‘one different from it’ refers back to the first constituent part, [eka- dharma-] (itself a compound), of the preceding compound [[eka- dharma-] sadbhāvāt].\(^{18}\)

(12) [[eka- dharma-]lp sadbhāvāt]lp [tat- anyena]lp api bhavitavyam iti [one- property-], existence.ABL that, different.ins too must.exist QUOT

\([niyama- abhāvāt]lp\)

constraint- absence.ABL

‘due to the absence of a constraint that (just) because one property, one different from it, must exist also’ (Pramāṇavārttikasvavṛtti 17.23)

These anaphoric possibilities are usually prohibited in compounding, even in languages with productive compounding patterns such as English. The equivalent of 12 in English,

\(^{17}\) The first three examples in this section are taken from Gillon 1994; Gillon is to my knowledge the first to have discussed the anaphoric possibilities of Sanskrit compounds, and the relevance of these possibilities for their morphosyntactic analysis.

\(^{18}\) In this example, we also have asamartha compounding: the clause headed by the quotative particle *iti* (everything from *eka* to *iti*) is dependent on *niyama-*, which is part of the larger compound [niyama-abhāvāt].
were it possible, would be a noun phrase like *a beer drinker and a wine one, where wine one were itself a compound just like beer drinker. It is even possible for pronouns such as *tat to refer to another element within the same compound. This is a regular strategy for disambiguating otherwise ambiguous compounds, for example, where a dvandva might be mistaken for a tatpurūsa. Example 13, from Tubb & Boose 2007:191, is a compound consisting of a dvandva of two tatpurūṣas. The first element of the second tatpurūsa refers anaphorically back to the first element of the first tatpurūsa.

\[
\text{(13) } [\text{adhyāsa- svarūpa-}]_{\text{I}}p \text{ [tat- sambhāvanāya]_{\text{I}}p, dd} \\
\text{superimposition- nature- iti- possibility.DAT} \\
\text{‘for (the sake of) the nature of superimposition, and the possibility of it}_i\text{’} \\
\]

(Paścaśāntaṭākā p. 33)

We therefore have simultaneous inbound and outbound anaphora again, but this time all inside the same compound. The compound in example 13 is essentially a disambiguated version of the same compound without the pronoun, which could be interpreted in two ways.

\[
\text{(14) a. } [\text{adhyāsa- svarūpa- sambhāvanāya]_{\text{I}}p, dd} \\
\text{superimposition- nature- possibility.DAT} \\
\text{‘for (the sake of) the nature, and the possibility, of superimposition’} \\
\]

b. \[
[\text{adhyāsa- svarūpa- sambhāvanāya]_{\text{I}}p} \\
\text{superimposition- nature- possibility.DAT} \\
\text{‘for (the sake of) the possibility of the nature of superimposition’}
\]

The construction in example 13 thus serves as a way of enforcing the interpretation in example 14a. Despite its specifically disambiguating function, example 13 is entirely regular and formed according to the same productive rules as all of the other compounds treated in this article. I know of no morphological parallels that might support treating the sort of internal reference in example 13 as a word-internal, rather than phrase-internal, phenomenon.

Outbound anaphora can also involve relative pronouns, which like other pronouns can appear within Classical Sanskrit compounds. Correlative structures are common in Sanskrit; Tubb and Boose (2007:192) provide an example in which a compounded relative pronoun is referred back to by an uncompounded correlative.

\[
\text{(15) } [\text{yad- viṣayā]_{\text{I}}v, buddhir na vyabhicarati tat sat} \\
\text{REL.PROP.- object.NOM cognition.NOM not be.in.error.3SG that, real} \\
\text{‘A thing, which, when a cognition, that has it, as its object is not in error,} \\
\text{that thing, is real.’ (lit. ‘A cognition having-which, as its-object is not in} \\
\text{error, that, is real.’)} \\
\]

(Bhagavadgītābhāṣya 2.16)

Inbound anaphora involving correlative structures is also possible. In the following example, the first element of the compound [tadā- prabhṛti] ‘since then’ functions as the correlative to the preceding relative adverb yadā ‘when’.

\[
\text{(16) atas tatrābhavān avimārakaḥ ... yadā [hasti- sambhra- divase]_{\text{I}}p} \\
\text{so his.highness Avimāraka when, elephant- disturbance- day.LOC} \\
\text{kuntibhoja- duhitā]_{\text{I}}p dṛṣṭā, [tadā- prabhṛty]_{\text{I}}p anyādṛṣṭā iva} \\
\text{Kuntibhoja- daughter seen then, since like.another like} \\
\text{samvṛttatāh become} \\
\text{‘So his highness Avimāraka ... has become like another person since he} \\
\text{saw the daughter of Kuntibhoja on the day of the disturbance with the} \\
\text{elephant.’} \\
\]

(Avimāraka II)
Relatives and demonstratives are not the only types of pronouns that can appear in compounds; there are no restrictions. For example, interrogative pronouns can appear inside ‘compounds’, and they retain clausal scope, marking the whole clause as a question.

(17) [kim- laksanam], pr punas tad brahma
what-definition but that brahman
‘But what is the definition of that brahman?’ (lit. ‘But having-what-as-its-definition is that brahman?’) (Brahmasūtrabhāṣya 1.1.3)

The anaphoric and syntactic possibilities found with Sanskrit compounds therefore go well beyond the standard possibilities of morphological or lexical units. But they are precisely what we would expect of syntactic structures and provide the strongest evidence that the productive rules of compounding in Sanskrit should be treated as fundamentally syntactic rules.

3.3. LENGTH. The features discussed in the previous sections provide strong positive evidence for the syntactic status of Classical Sanskrit compounds. There are a variety of other features that cannot be taken as providing such strong positive evidence, but that are at least consistent with a syntactic analysis.

The first of these is a feature not usually discussed in relation to the status of compounds, but that is, I believe, relevant to the status of Classical Sanskrit compounds. Famously, Classical Sanskrit compounds can be extremely long. According to a number of popular authorities, including Guinness World Records, the longest ‘word’ ever attested in any language is a Sanskrit compound found in the Varadāmbikā Parinayā Campū, a literary work of the sixteenth century by Tirumalāmbā, a poet of the Vijayanagara empire of Southern India. The compound is given in example 18.20

‘It was a place where travelers’ weariness due to thirst was alleviated by series of rays of the bright eyes of the girls, the rays that were shaming


20 The division of the compound into its constituent parts is correct here, unlike on the webpages referenced in n. 19.
the streams of light, sweet and cold water thick with the strong fragrance of cardamom, clove, saffron, camphor, and musk and flowing out of the pitchers in the lotus-like hands of maidens (seated) in the beautiful water-sheds, which were made of the thick roots of khas grass mixed with marjoram, (which were sited) at the foot, covered with heaps of couch-like soft sand, of the clusters of mango trees, which looked all the more charming on account of the trickling drops of nectar and caused the delusion of a mass of dense rain clouds, dense with drops of abundant nectar from the (new) sprouts, which constantly darkened the quarters of the sky.’

(op. cit., Tűndrādesavarṣṇa; text and translation based on Suryakanta 1970:18–19)

Guinness World Records classifies this as the longest ‘word’ ever recorded on the basis of the number of characters in the native devanagari script (195), while the Wikipedia page makes reference to the number of letters in the English transliteration (c. 430). Clearly, either is a poor basis on which to compare word length from different languages, but nevertheless it is worth noting that, according to the same popular authorities, the longest word in a language other than Classical Sanskrit is less than half the length by the same criteria. There is an invented compound in an Ancient Greek comedy by Aristophanes, which comes in at 173 ‘letters’ in English transliteration. The longest word listed for a modern language also has 173 letters, a compound involving numerals in Polish. A more reasonable measure of comparison might be number of syllables: the Sanskrit compound has 194 syllables, compared with seventy-nine in the Greek word, and eighty-six in the Polish. In terms of number of members (since all are compounds), the Sanskrit compound has sixty-three members, the Greek twenty-four, and the Polish nineteen.21

It is undeniable that compounds of even half the length of that seen in 18 are artificial, in the sense that they are high literary constructions, coined within a literary tradition that reveled in complexity, ambiguity, and interpretative opacity. Nevertheless, such compounds are formed according to the regular rules of compounding and are not, strictly speaking, ungrammatical. Artificiality is also a feature of the very long compounds in Ancient Greek and Polish mentioned above. But all are formed according to the regular recursive application of rules for compound formation. The relevant difference between Sanskrit compounds and those in Ancient Greek, Polish, or other languages is length: as stated, the longest attested Sanskrit compound is more than twice the length of the longest compound known from any other language.

Although it is often said that some languages in principle allow compounds of entirely unrestricted, potentially infinite length, in reality the longest compounds attested in such languages tend to be considerably shorter than the longest compounds attested in Sanskrit. Ørsnes (1996) discusses compounding in Danish, a language that theoretically admits infinite compounding, and shows that compound length is restricted by certain factors. In all such languages, of course, one must first of all establish whether ‘compound’ processes that permit potentially infinite sequences are lexical or syntactic. Likewise, some polysynthetic languages in principle permit words of infinite length, for example, by recursive noun incorporation, but first, words as long as the Sanskrit compound in example 18 do not in practice occur, and second, one could equally argue over

21 The best comparison of ‘length’ might be by number of morphemes, but determining the number of morphemes in a word depends on theory-specific attitudes toward questions concerning the divisibility of irregular stems and the existence of null morphemes, which would render such comparison problematic.
the lexical vs. syntactic status of many recursive noun incorporation patterns in such languages. The point is that, even if extremely long compound sequences attested in some polysynthetic languages, or languages such as Polish and Danish, can reasonably be categorized as morphosyntactic words, they are comprehensively outdone, in terms of length, by ‘compounds’ in Classical Sanskrit.

Assuming that productive and recursive structure-building morphosyntactic rules may in principle occur in the morphological component of language just as in the syntactic component, infinitely long words are theoretically possible, just as infinitely long syntactic phrases and clauses are theoretically possible. However, in practice neither infinitely long clauses nor infinitely long words occur, and moreover there is, as it were by definition, a difference: phrases tend to be longer than words, since they can and often do consist of more than one word. Therefore, while there may be an overlap in range of the length of words and phrases in any language, in general phrases are longer than words, and in crosslinguistic terms there is a practical limit both to the length of words and to the length of phrases. The relevant point is this: considering the extent to which Classical Sanskrit compounds can so far exceed the maximum length of words in other languages, the practical limit to the length of words appears to be violated by Classical Sanskrit compounds if, at least, they are to be treated as single ‘words’ rather than syntactic phrases. Given that phrases are potentially longer than words, it is possible to argue that the potential for length in Sanskrit compounds is at the very least consistent with an analysis of them as syntactic phrases; indeed, it is more consistent with that than with an analysis of them as words. Most Sanskrit compounds are of course not as long as the ‘record’ holder, but it is common to find compounds of five or more members, and not uncommon to find compounds of ten to fifteen members or more. In contrast, it appears, at least impressionistically, that compounds of such length are considerably rarer in other languages that theoretically admit ‘infinite’ compounds. Two further examples of long Classical Sanskrit compounds are given below; they have fifteen and eleven members, respectively.

     play- lofty- horse- hoof- heap- low- made-
     [uvṛdha- śrenī-]ka]t [spṛṣjita-]ka]t [dhūlī- dhoranī-]ka]t [tamaḥ-
     mountain- string- thrown.up- dust- blanket-
     darkness-
     stoma-]ka]t avalīdham]ka]t jagat
     mass- swallowed world

‘The world has been swallowed by the mass of darkness of the dust-blanket thrown up by the string of mountains having been flattened into a heap by the (pounding of the) hooves of the lofty horses at play.’

(Rasataramgini 7.11)

(20) asya[[[adhara- vicaran-]ka]t [daśana- darśana-]ka]t [nāśā- kapola-]ka]t
     this.gen lip- motion- teeth- baring- nose- cheek-
     spanda-]ka]t [ḍṛṣṭi- [vyākośa- kuñcana-]ka]t ādaya]ku
     motion- eye- opening- contraction- beginning.NOM.PL
     ūhanīyāḥ
     possible.to.be.extrapolated.NOM.PL

‘One can extrapolate from this to such things as the quivering of the lips, baring of the teeth, flaring the nostrils and puffing the cheeks, widening or squinting with the eyes, etc.’

(Rasataramgini llg. 3.2)

As stated, it is undoubtedly true that the formation of very long compounds in Classical Sanskrit is a phenomenon of high literary and academic style, and usually attests a conscious intention on the part of the author to create something unusual. However, such
compounds simply involve the recursive application of regular rules, and in this sense are not any less grammatical than shorter compounds. An interesting parallel is the existence of word games in some polysynthetic languages, in which the aim is to coin the longest possible ‘word’ using the regular rules of the language. One might equally compare the existence of extremely long sentences in high literary and academic English, much longer than tend to occur in the spoken language, but no less grammatical.

3.4. Morphophonological regularity. A more widely used criterion for distinguishing words from phrases is that morphophonological idiosyncrasies are a feature of the combination of stems and affixes into words, but not of words with other words. This is one of the criteria proposed by Zwicky and Pullum (1983) for distinguishing clitic sequences from morpheme sequences. Although this generalization, like all the others, cannot be considered exceptionless (Haspelmath 2011:52–54), it is still important that the productive rules of compounding in Classical Sanskrit involve no morphophonological idiosyncrasies.22

One feature of Sanskrit compounding that might be considered an ‘idiosyncrasy’ is the fact that, as noted above, all but the last element of a compound appears in the so-called ‘stem’ form, that is (in the case of nouns and adjectives), without the inflectional case/number/gender marking that is obligatory for noncompound forms of the word. This is idiosyncratic to the compound context, but is not lexically idiosyncratic; it is specifically the latter that Zwicky and Pullum’s (1983) criteria refer to. In fact, it is unproblematic to account for the stem forms found in compounds by treating them as specialized forms specified for use in particular syntactic contexts (i.e. in ‘compound’ syntax); the formal model of compound syntax advanced below provides a good account of this. Granted the use of the ‘stem’ form in Sanskrit compounds, it is significant that in phonological terms the juncture between elements of a compound is resolved according to the same rules of sandhi that apply between independent words (‘external’ sandhi), and not according to the rules that generally apply between stems and affixes (‘internal’ sandhi). Again, it may not be possible to treat this as positive evidence for the syntactic status of Sanskrit compounds, but it is at least consistent with such an analysis.23

Theoretically, accent could be argued to provide evidence for the single-word status of Sanskrit compounds. This is because in general each independent word is assigned a single accent, and the rules for compound accentuation provide for only a single accent for a compound of any length. However, the rules of accentuation, as specified for example by Pāṇini, are based on the accent of the late Vedic period, when compounding was arguably (more) lexical (see §11). Importantly, the pitch accent described by Pāṇini was lost in the immediately following centuries, so that for the vast majority of the Classical Sanskrit period it is merely theoretical. Moreover, even in the Vedic period there was no one-to-one correlation between one morphosyntactic word and one pitch accent: some morphosyntactic words had no accent (mainly clitic particles, but also, for example, finite verbs in some contexts), while some incontestably lexical compounds had two accents. In fact, the Vedic pitch accent is most accurately analyzed as a feature

22 Unsurprisingly, some lexicalized compounds do show morphophonological irregularities, as discussed in §2, but these are irrelevant to the question of the productive rules of compounding.

23 In fact, internal sandhi applies to only a subset of what are usually treated as word-internal junctures, so sandhi can really only provide positive evidence for the morphological status of a particular sequence. Under ‘internal’ sandhi rules I do not include the rules involving retroflexion of /s/ and /n/. These apply inside single words, but can also, optionally, apply between compound members. These are not significant for the status of compounds, however, since they are primarily a phonological-word phenomenon; they can apply, for example, inside clitic sequences (cf. Lowe 2014:20–23 with references).
of phonological words; that is, a phonological word in Vedic is characterized by (among other things) association with a single pitch accent; it is only usually, and not necessarily, the case that one phonological word corresponds to one morphosyntactic word.

Overall, the evidence of morphophonology is at least consistent with a syntactic analysis of Sanskrit compounds, but it cannot be considered to directly support it, not least because it is almost always possible to argue that morphophonological phenomena apply to phonological, not morphosyntactic, words.

3.5. Secondary derivation. The evidence I have presented above either speaks in favor of, or is at least consistent with, a syntactic analysis of Sanskrit compounding. One piece of evidence that might be taken to favor a morphological or lexical status for Sanskrit compounds is, however, the possibility of secondary derivation. It is in principle possible for a compound of any length to be the input to what are usually assumed to be secondary morphological processes such as derivational affixation. This is not restricted to lexicalized compounds, or even to frequent, easily lexicalizable compounds, but is a productive process that can at least theoretically apply to any newly coined compound.

In principle, any derivational process may be applied to any productively formed compound of the relevant grammatical category. A few morphemes are used particularly frequently to derive words from productively formed compounds.\(^\text{24}\) For example, one affix commonly attached to compounds is the suffix \(-tva-\), which forms abstract nouns from adjectival categories. So the bahuvrīhi \([dīrgha-karṇa\] - ‘long-eared’ (example 3) could be the basis of a word \(dīrgha-karṇa-tva\) - ‘long-eared-ness’, and from the karmadhāraya \([udagra-ramāṇīya\] - ‘intensely lovely’ an abstract noun \(udagra-ramāṇīya-tva\) - ‘intense loveliness’ could be formed.

Another such suffix is \(-ka-\). This suffix is commonly attached to bahuvrīhis, either to disambiguate them from \(Adj + N\) karmadhārayas, or sometimes to simplify the inflection by turning the compound into an \(a\)-stem.\(^\text{25}\) In these uses \(-ka-\) is essentially semantically empty, and it does not affect the category of the compound to which it attaches.\(^\text{26}\) For example, \(dīrgha-karṇa-ka\) means ‘long-eared’ just as the bahuvrīhi \([dīrgha-karṇa\] does, but the latter, and not the former, could equally be interpreted as a karmadhāraya meaning ‘long ear’. The attachment of suffixes such as \(-tva-\) to compounds of more than a few members is relatively rare, but in principle it is unrestricted, and any rarity may simply be a combination of the fact that longer compounds are rarer than shorter ones, and secondary derivation from compounds is itself less common than its absence. Elements such as \(-tva-\) and \(-ka-\), which can attach to productively formed compounds, are not specialized compound affixes but can also attach to noncompound

\(^{24}\) It is possible that, in practice, there are constraints on the application of some, or even many, derivational processes to productively formed compounds, but to my knowledge no study of the question exists. One difficulty in assessing how freely productively formed compounds could be input to derivational processes is that one must first distinguish listed compounds from those that are not; assuming that listed compounds are generally lexicalized, their being subject to secondary derivation is not surprising. For example, a referee quotes the form \(aikāntika\)- ‘absolute, complete’ as an example of a somewhat complex derivational process affecting the compound \([eka-anta\] )\(_\,\text{wp}\) but this is precisely an example of a listed compound: its meaning (at least the meaning that is relevant here) is ‘absoluteness, completeness’, not the compositionally regular ‘one end’, which we would expect if the compound were not listed. For the present purposes I assume that in principle any derivational process could be applied to any productively formed compound, but I discuss only those common derivational processes for which examples are easily found.

\(^{25}\) \(a\)-stems are the most common inflectional class in the Sanskrit nominal system, and forms for all genders exist, which is not the case for all other inflectional classes.

\(^{26}\) The use of \(-ka\) as a semantically null bahuvrīhi suffix is briefly discussed by Gillon (1991, 2007), and compare also my analysis of bahuvrīhi phrase structure below.
stems. Traditionally, these elements are treated as derivational morphemes, which is why I refer to them as affixes. However, there is relatively little evidence against treating affixes such as -tva- and -ka- as independent lexical or functional words, clitics perhaps, rather than morphemes, at least when used at the end of compounds. This would imply that these elements, at least in compounding, have undergone a degrammaticalization from affixes to words/clitics, since they were uncontroversially affixes at an earlier period, and may still be affixes when attached to noncompounded words. What little evidence there is may favor the clitic analysis: all of the evidence discussed above regarding the syntactic status of Sanskrit compounds applies equally to compounds that have undergone further derivation by one of these productively used ‘affixes’. For example, the anaphoric possibilities into and out of compounds are not affected by secondary derivation (at least with the most common types of secondary derivation, that is, those for which sufficient data is available). Likewise, asamartha compounding is found with secondary derivatives from compounds, as in example 21.27

\[
(21) \text{[sādhya-} \text{abhāve]}_p \text{[asattva-} \text{vacana-]}_p \text{-vat}
\]

to.be.established- absence.LOC nonpresence- statement-like.ADV

‘like the statement of (its) nonpresence in the absence of what is to be established’

(Pramāṇavārttikasvavṛtti 2.4)

Here the adverb-forming suffix -vat, which indicates similarity, is attached to the compound [asattva- vacana-] ‘statement of nonpresence’; the preceding compound, [sādhya- abhāve], is dependent on asattva.

Example 21 shows unambiguously that syntactic dependencies may exist between elements embedded within a compound that has undergone ‘derivation by affixation’ and elements external to the compound. There are two possibilities for the analysis of these ‘affixes’ and the compounds to which they are attached. Given the evidence for the syntactic status of Classical Sanskrit compounding, in order to treat these elements as affixes we would have to admit that syntactically formed compound ‘phrases’ could be productively lexicalized and input to further derivation, but then the problem would be accounting for the evidence for syntactic status of these derivatives. Alternatively, we could treat these ‘suffixes’ as independent syntactic elements, perhaps clitics, attaching to the right edge of compound ‘phrases’. In the latter case, a ‘derived’ abstract such as asattva-vacana-vat would be no less a syntactic phrase than the bahuvrīhi from which it is formed.

There is some evidence in favor of this second analysis, though it cannot be considered conclusive. In a few compounds a ‘derivational suffix’ must be interpreted as applying separately to two or more members of the compound. For example, the noun pada-ka- means ‘an adept in the pada (mode of Vedic recitation)’, and the noun krama-ka- means ‘an adept in the krama (mode of Vedic recitation)’; the dvandva corresponding to a compound of these two words is not, as we might have expected, [pada-ka- krama-ka-], but rather [pada- krama- ka-] ‘an adept in the pada (mode of Vedic recitation) and an adept in the krama (mode of Vedic recitation)’. This does not mean ‘someone/people who is/are adept in both the pada and krama’, which is what we would expect if this were formed by affixation of -ka- to a dvandva [pada- krama-]; rather, it refers to two distinct people (or sets of people), one of whom is a ‘pada-ka-’ and one of whom is a ‘krama-ka-’. Therefore it can only be understood by taking the ‘suffix’ -ka- with both pada- and krama- separately.28

27 This example is taken from Gillon 1994:126–33; Gillon provides a number of other examples that he analyzes in this way, but they are less clear.

28 pada- alone cannot mean ‘an adept in the pada’.
A clitic analysis is only one possibility for analyzing such a construction; it is reminiscent of ‘suspended affixation’, which is often analyzed with recourse to affix ellipsis (e.g. Erschler 2012) or, within the grammatical framework assumed in this article, more commonly with recourse to the theory of lexical sharing (e.g. Broadwell 2008, Belyaev 2014), which I discuss and make use of in my analysis of bahuvrīhi and avyayībhāva compounds below (§§9–10). In addition, it might be possible, at least in this case, to assume that we are dealing with a lexicalized, and therefore irregular, form, such that this could not be used as evidence for the nonaffixal status of -ka-. But then it would be difficult to prove that any relevant sequence were not lexicalized.

Taking the evidence as uncertain, I therefore make no definite claim either way as to the status of the ‘affixes’ such as -ka- that can be productively attached to productively formed compounds. Within the strictly lexicalist theory in which my analysis is couched, a clitic analysis would be more consistent, but it would be possible to assume productive lexicalization of compound sequences in order to admit an affixal analysis.²⁹

In any case, what the phenomenon may, at least, demonstrate is that Sanskrit compounding is closer to a lexical process than other unambiguously syntactic processes. That is, while I have argued that Classical Sanskrit compounding is fundamentally syntactic, it is in some respects undeniably less syntactic than noncompound syntax. At least superficially, the same derivational processes that can apply to single words can also apply to compound sequences, whether this is the result of lexicalization of the compound, or degrammaticalization of the affix (or in some cases one, in some cases the other). A fully descriptive formal account of Sanskrit compounding should take account of this somewhat intermediate status of compounds, and indeed the analysis I propose below does explicitly capture the less than fully syntactic status of these compounds.

3.6. Summary. Classical Sanskrit compounds show a variety of properties that speak for, or are consistent with, a syntactic analysis, while the only one that may support a lexical analysis, secondary derivation, is rather unclear. It is worth remarking that none of the data discussed here is unique to Sanskrit compounds, and much of it is not even necessarily unusual in crosslinguistic terms. Perhaps the closest parallels with the Sanskrit data discussed here are found in incorporating languages. The data discussed by Sadock (1980, 1986) from Greenlandic Eskimo, for example, show some of the same anaphoric possibilities and the equivalent of the Sanskrit asamarthā phenomena.³⁰ Lexical accounts of noun incorporation are found, of course (e.g. Mithun 1984, Malouf 1999), and a lexical account of Sanskrit compounding would no doubt also be possible. But the fact is that within strictly lexicalist approaches to syntax, a lexical account of problematic phenomena is always possible, to the extent that assigning a particular phenomenon to the lexicon has little explanatory value. I take the data presented above as sufficient evidence that a syntactic analysis of Classical Sanskrit compounding should be sought, even within a lexicalist framework.

²⁹ Many authors working within a strictly lexicalist theory of syntax assume the possibility of productive lexicalization, that is, the possibility that any syntactic sequence could be innovatively treated as a lexical sequence and input to morphological processes (e.g. Bresnan & Mchombo 1995). It could be objected that such an assumption is a somewhat stipulative attempt to preserve lexicalism in the face of clear counterevidence, and it does introduce a degree of circularity into the definition of the syntax–morphology divide. But at least for this case, the analysis of Sanskrit compound syntax proposed below could provide some rationale for such an explanation, if it were needed, by recognizing the close relation between compound ‘phrases’ and single words.

³⁰ I use the term ‘incorporating language’ in the loosest possible sense; it is relatively controversial whether Greenlandic Eskimo truly attests noun incorporation.
This is what I aim to do in §5; I preface this, in the next section, with a discussion of previous approaches to compounding phenomena in the morphological and syntactic literature.

4. Approaches to Compounding. A range of theoretical treatments of compounding have been proposed, varying according to the particular language and phenomena under consideration, and even more according to the particular theoretical concerns of the authors. In this section I provide a brief discussion of this range.

Relatively little work exists on the theoretical treatment of compounding in Sanskrit itself, and the status of Sanskrit compounding as syntactic, morphological, or lexical has never been argued for in detail. The most important work on Sanskrit compounds has been done by Gillon (1991, 1994, 1995, 2007, 2009). Gillon’s analyses are broadly couched within the framework proposed by authors such as Selkirk (1982) and Di Sciullo and Williams (1987), in which the structural similarity between syntactic and morphological structure is emphasized by treating derivational morphological processes, and also compounding, by means of ‘lexical syntactic’ context-free rules. Within such a framework, compounding is usually assumed to be a word-level process, but the rules by which compounds are formed are relatively close to the sorts of rules used for phrasal syntax. There also exists some work on the computational processing of Sanskrit compounds, for example, Kumar et al. 2009, but this has no firm theoretical basis.

Most work on the status of compounds has, of course, been based on English, in particular the productive N + N compounding in English. A valuable and balanced discussion of these is provided by Payne and Huddleston (2002:448–51); other valuable discussions on the status of compounds are by Bisetto and Scalise (1999), who discuss compounding in Italian, and ten Hacken (1994), who discusses compounding in Dutch.

It seems that all of the possible approaches to compounding are attested in recent literature. One possibility is to treat even productive compounding processes as fundamentally morphological or lexical (depending on one’s view of the status of morphology vis-à-vis the lexicon); this is the usual approach in strictly lexicalist syntax, as discussed below, and is also essentially the approach of Ackema and Neeleman (2004) and Booij (2005, 2009), from a morphological perspective. Another approach is to treat at least some productive compounding processes as based in the syntax, while confining others to the lexicon. This is the position taken by Baker (1988) in regard to compounding/incorporation phenomena in polysynthetic languages, and following him (but extending to English) Snyder (2001). Similarly, Anderson (1992) assumes that the ‘word structure rules’ that are used to form compounds can apply in the lexicon or syntax, though he leans toward a more syntactic treatment. Di Sciullo and Williams (1987) take the somewhat extreme position that all exocentric compounds in English are formed in the phrasal syntax, a position that was comprehensively criticized by Anderson (1992:306–18). Other authors, for example, Lieber and Štekauer (2009a) and Böer and colleagues (2011), note the difficulties of providing an absolute categorization in either direction. These difficulties lead some authors to abandon the notion of a strict distinction between syntax and morphology (or syntax and the lexicon); this is the position taken by Giegerich (2004, 2005, 2009), for example, based on detailed analysis of English compounding; Haspelmath (2011) provides a comprehensive criticism of most tests used to distinguish syntax from morphology, and argues strongly that there is no good evidence for such a distinction crosslinguistically. In some theoretical frameworks, where no real distinction is made between syntax and morphology, the status of compounding is something of a moot point (cf. Harley 2009 on compounding in distributed morphology). The details of all these approaches are relatively theory-
specific, and do not necessarily transfer easily into the framework adopted here. What they show is the considerable variety of standpoints that can be taken on this question. In the following section, I discuss some explicit similarities between two previous approaches and my own proposals.

In this article, I take a strict lexicalist approach to the question of compound formation, in contrast to all of the authors mentioned above, and present an analysis based within the framework of lexical-functional grammar (LFG; Kaplan & Bresnan 1982, Bresnan 2001, Dalrymple 2001, Falk 2001). On a nonlexicalist approach to syntax, of course, the evidence presented above would mean relatively little, and a number of different analyses of Sanskrit compounds would be possible. In strict lexicalist syntax, by contrast, the analysis of compounding has been relatively neglected, and where it is treated a morphological or lexical analysis is usually assumed. The evidence presented above shows, however, that compounding in Sanskrit is a fundamentally syntactic process: it involves productive, structure-generating rules that interact with other syntactic processes in a way that could not easily be captured with a lexical analysis. The analysis proposed below shows that it is possible to analyze compounding as a syntactic process, even within a strictly lexicalist theory, while at the same time taking account of the differences between ‘ordinary’ syntax and the apparently more lexical syntax of compounds.

5. Compounds and ‘nonprojecting’ categories. I have argued that Classical Sanskrit ‘compounding’ should be treated as a fundamentally syntactic process and should be analyzed in syntactic terms. But it is clear enough that the syntax of Sanskrit ‘compounds’ is very different from the rules of syntax that apply at the larger sentence level, that is, between fully inflected words (including inflected compounds). In terms of sentential syntax, Classical Sanskrit permits a relatively large degree of freedom in constituent order, and also permits discontinuous constituents. Sanskrit is a highly inflected language, and extensive case marking and agreement mean that grammatical relations are usually clear regardless of the word order.

If we treat compounding as syntactic, its features are in stark contrast to the usual rules of Sanskrit syntax. There is no morphological marking of the relations between elements of a ‘compound’, since all but the final element appear in uninflected ‘stem’ form; the relations between elements are determined purely by the structure of the ‘compound’ syntax; that is, in syntactic terms Sanskrit compounds are fully configurational. It is therefore necessary to distinguish these two types of syntax, and also to ensure that the correct form of a word is used in the appropriate syntactic context: inflected forms at the end of compound sequences and outside of compounds, and uninflected ‘stem’ forms inside compounds. As noted above, it is also necessary to capture at least something of the fact that compound phrases, while phrases, are nevertheless closer to words than noncompound phrases.

As mentioned above, the analysis provided in this section is formulated in the framework of LFG. LFG is a strict lexicalist theory of syntax, and offers a strongly modular representation of grammar, whereby different types of grammatical information are represented separately and permitted to interact only via ‘projection’ functions between

---

31 See, for example, the following papers on compounding within the framework of LFG, all of which assume a fundamentally lexical status for the phenomena under discussion: Ørsnes 1996, Baker & Nordlinger 2008, and Lee & Ackerman 2011.
In particular, LFG distinguishes at least two syntactic components.\(^{32}\) Constituent-structure is represented using the familiar ‘tree’ diagrams, but represents purely surface phrasal configuration, and not abstract relations such as grammatical functions (subject, object, etc.), control relations, and unbounded dependencies, or abstract features such as tense or definiteness properties. Abstract grammatical relations and features are represented at a separate level of structure, the functional-structure. These structures are related by a function, labeled \(\phi\), that maps c-structure nodes to f-structures. As an example, I provide the c- and f-structure in 23, which represents the syntactic analysis of the sentence in example 1, repeated as 22.

\[(22)\] devadatto bhikṣava odanam adāt

Devadatta.\nom.sg mendicant.\dat.sg porridge.\acc.sg give.\aor.ind.act.3sg

‘Devadatta gave porridge to the mendicant.’

\[(23)\]

The tree represents the hierarchical syntactic structure of the clause. The specific assumptions about Sanskrit c-structure that the tree implies are not important for the present purposes, only that the c-structure represents the surface phrasal configuration, with all words analyzed in their surface linear position.\(^{34}\) The associated f-structure represents the abstract grammatical relations: the main predicate of the clause is the verb \(adāt\) ‘give’, and the three other words supply this verb’s subject, object, and oblique arguments. The relation between the c- and f-structures is formalized as the function \(\phi\), represented by the labeled arrows. This is constructed on the basis of the annotations on the c-structure nodes, for example \(\uparrow=\downarrow\). The symbol \(\downarrow\) represents a function from the current c-structure node to the f-structure projected from that node, while \(\uparrow\) represents a function from the current c-structure node’s mother to its f-structure. The annotation \(\uparrow=\downarrow\) therefore means that the f-structure projected from the current c-structure node is the same as the f-structure projected from the current c-structure node’s mother. Fol-

\(^{32}\) On the modularity of LFG, see Dalrymple & Mycock 2011 and Lowe 2016.

\(^{33}\) Some models treat the ‘(syntactic) string’, or linearly ordered string of words, as a distinct level, separate from the c-structure, but this can be ignored for the present purposes. See Lowe 2015b for details and references on the string.

\(^{34}\) For example, I know of no clear evidence for the existence of intermediate phrases (X’) in Sanskrit, and since nothing depends on it and it simplifies the representation, I assume only XP and X. For more detailed discussion of the syntactic structure of Sanskrit, see for example Gillon & Shaer 2005 and Lowe 2015a: 37–46.
lowing down the right-hand edge of the tree, the annotations specify that the f-structure
projected from the VP node is the same as the f-structure projected from the S node, and
is also the same as the f-structure projected from the V node. S represents the clause, so
the f-structure projected from S represents the f-structure for the clause; since the
f-structure projected from the V is the same f-structure, the V can supply the pred
value for the clausal f-structure (pred ‘give’). Following the left-hand edge of the tree, the annotation (↑ subj) =↓ on the NP node specifies that the f-structure projected from the NP
serves as the value of subj in the f-structure projected from the S; ↑ =↓ on the daughter
N means that the f-structure for the N and NP are the same, meaning that the N can sup-
ply the value of subj in the f-structure for the clause (pred ‘Devadatta’). The other an-
notations work in the same way.35

C-structure, that is, the representation of surface syntactic relations, is of most con-
cern for the present analysis, since it is here that the lexicalism of LFG is most apparent:
only syntactic words can be associated with the terminal nodes of the c-structure tree;
that is, sublexical units are inaccessible to the c-structure. F-structure is also important,
however, since it is always necessary to show that the relevant abstract grammatical re-
lations can be derived from the c-structure configuration assumed.

It is worth reconsidering for a moment what is meant by phrasal syntax, and what the
consequences are of our definition. In representing c-structure, LFG makes use of a ver-
sion of X′ theory (Jackendoff 1977), one of the most widely adopted approaches to
phrasal structure.36 One way of understanding X′ theory is as a claim that the syntax of
all languages can be stated in terms of relations between phrases, which themselves
consist of combinations of words and phrases.

Assuming X″ is the maximal phrase, there are at most two distinct types of phrase, XP
(≡ X″) and X′, which can exist in any language (though some languages may have only
one phrasal level), in addition to the word level, X0. Just as X′ theory has been success-
fully applied to English and many other languages, so can it also successfully be applied
to the noncompound ‘sentential’ syntax of Sanskrit (as is done, for example, in Lowe
2015a). It is important to note that, as mentioned above, within the theoretical framework
adopted here, phrasal syntactic relations are taken to represent purely features of surface
configurationality, and not more abstract, functional relations between words.

For this reason the ways in which X′ theory is applied and modified in the analysis of
any particular phenomenon are driven not by theoretical assumptions about the nature
of the most basic, underlying relations between words, but purely by evidence for sur-
facial configurationality and constituency.

On a strict-ish version of X′ theory, we can make the following statement about the
concept of a syntactic word: a word is an element of language whose relations to other
elements can be stated wholly by reference to the relations between phrases admitted by
X′ theory. That is, a word is any element that can be analyzed as heading a phrase, a
phrase that can contain other phrases, and that can itself be contained within another
phrase headed by another word. To put it another way, the relations between a word and
other words in a clause are stated in terms of XP and/or X′ phrases, and not directly in
terms of the words themselves. That is, there is no direct syntactic relation between one
word and another word under X′ theory: words are directly related, in syntactic terms,
only to phrases.

35 For further introduction to the formalism of LFG, with specific reference to Sanskrit, see Lowe 2015a:
47–83.
36 Alongside the bare phrase structure of the minimalist program and related theories.
This is a strong claim about the nature of syntax and syntactic relations. While for that reason attractive, it is in fact likely to be too strong. One important argument for weakening $X'$ theory in this respect is made by Toivonen (2003): there is evidence that some words do not project phrases. Toivonen (2003) argues, within the framework of LFG, that alongside the traditional projecting lexical categories, there exist also non-projecting categories, represented as $X\hat{P}$, which adjoin to $X^0$ heads. Nonprojecting words do not head phrases, and so it is not possible for another phrase to stand in a specifier, complement, or adjunct relation to such a word. Words that do not project phrasal structure are often particles and/or clitics. Toivonen proposes the augmentation to $X'$ theory shown in 24; she argues in detail that verb particles in Swedish are nonprojecting $\hat{P}$s. Example 25 is from Toivonen 2003:2.

(24) $X^0 \to X^0, \hat{Y}$

(25) Eric har slagit ihjäl ormen
Eric has beaten to.death snake

‘Eric has beaten the snake to death’

To permit adjunction of nonprojecting categories to phrasal heads it may also be necessary to extend the proposal. Spencer (2005) argues for adjunction of nonprojecting words to XP in order to capture the properties of case clitics in Hindi, and if this is possible there is little reason to reject adjunction to $X'$.

(26) a. $X' \to X', \hat{Y}$

b. $XP \to XP, \hat{Y}$

While the proposal that some words do not project phrases is empirically strong (see Toivonen 2003), it does somewhat undermine the strength of $X'$ theory, at least as a claim that has relevance for the distinction between words (/morphology) and phrases (/syntax). If we consider only adjunction of $\hat{X}$ to $X^0$, it should be clear that the distinctions between word and morpheme, and between word and phrase, have been loosened. If phrases are defined as syntactic constituents that potentially contain more than one word, $X^0$ is no longer a nonphrasal category. In addition, the distinction between $\hat{X}$ and morphemes must be clearly made on other grounds, since it is no longer entirely clear. For example, one could make an argument for treating most regular inflectional affixes as $\hat{X}$s adjoined to $Y^0$, which would violate the most basic assumptions of strict lexicalism.

From a lexicalist perspective this could be seen as a bad thing. By contrast, it can equally be seen as a valuable augmentation to $X'$ theory, which permits it to capture something of the ambiguity between syntax and morphology. Even on a strict lexicalist view of grammar, the indisputable fact of diachronic processes such as grammaticalization requires some acknowledgment of either a gradient between lexical element (word) and sublexical element (morpheme), or the possibility of ambiguous status. That is, since words can become morphemes, it must be possible that at some point the analysis of a particular form may be intermediate or ambiguous.
The theory of nonprojecting categories permits precisely that. An \( \hat{X} \), just like an \( X^0 \), is a lexical word. But \( \hat{X}s \) do not participate in phrasal syntax in the same way that \( X^0s \) do, and so are somehow ‘less syntactic’.\(^{37}\) Moreover, the syntactic grouping of an \( \hat{X} \) and an \( X^0 \) is of the same category, \( X^0 \), as all lexical words. An \( \hat{X} \) adjoined to an \( X^0 \), then, is a lexical word, but a lexical word that does not participate in phrasal syntax in the same way as other lexical words, and that is perhaps more liable than a projecting word to be reanalyzed as a morpheme. Many of the sorts of words most easily analyzed as nonprojecting—for example, verb particles, case-marking clitics, and so on—are in fact just the sorts of words that are somewhat less independent than other words, and that may be part way along the cline of grammaticalization toward morphemes.

An important extension to the theory of nonprojecting categories was proposed by Duncan (2007) and, more recently, by Arnold and Sadler (2013).\(^{38}\) Arnold and Sadler base their proposals on the relatively familiar features of prenominal modification in English. Building on work by Poser (1992) and Sadler and Arnold (1994), they argue that prenominal modification in English should be analyzed in terms of nonprojecting categories (on the basis of evidence such as the fact that prenominal adjectives cannot take postmodifying phrases, unlike adjectives in other positions). But since prenominal modification is recursive, this requires that nonprojecting categories can be adjoined not only to \( X^0 \) (and \( X^P \) and \( X^' \)), but also to nonprojecting \( \hat{X}s \). That is, we require a rule of the kind in 27; the analysis proposed by Arnold and Sadler (2013) for prenominal modification in English is shown in 28.

\[ \text{(27)} \quad \hat{X} \rightarrow \hat{Y} \hat{X} \]

\[ \text{(28)} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{D} \\
\text{a} \\
\text{Adj} \\
\text{Adv} \\
\text{very happy} \\
\text{N0} \\
\text{Adj} \\
\text{man} \\
\text{N0}\end{array} \]

\(^{37}\) Although it is common to treat morphological relations in ways parallel to syntactic relations, for example, with morphemes functioning as heads of morpheme ‘phrases’ (stems) and governing dependent morpheme ‘phrases’ (stems), the evidence for such relations is almost entirely functional, or abstract, and not based on tests for surface constituency. Morphemes cannot generally be reordered or participate in any of the processes that are used to determine surface syntactic constituency, and so within a framework where phrasal structure is strictly distinguished from abstract functional structure, the sorts of phrasal relations possible in syntax cannot be transferred to morphology. That is, ignoring functional relations between morphemes and stems, there is actually little or no evidence for any kind of hierarchical structure within the word, and so the only relations we can assume between morphemes are direct linear relations between elements, if we assume any at all. (Assuming none at all would amount to saying that the separation of functional relations from hierarchical supports a realizational approach to morphology, as argued for by e.g. Kaplan and Kay (1994), Stump (2001), Sadler and Spencer (2001), Spencer (2003, 2006, 2013), and Beesley and Karttunen (2003).) There is, then, a clear difference between syntactic relations and morphological relations: the former involve hierarchy, and direct relations only between elements (words) and groups of elements (words); the latter involve, if anything, direct relations between elements (morphemes and stems). This is the justification for treating the inability to display ‘phrasal’ relations as a feature of ‘less syntactic’ status.

\(^{38}\) Duncan (2007) suggests that it was already implied by Toivonen (2003), though it was not explicitly mentioned.
This proposal changes the nature of nonprojecting categories in a fundamental way, since it means that a nonprojecting word can now head an $\hat{X}$ ‘phrase’—a phrase, undoubtedly, but a phrase of very different kind from, and considerably more restricted than, XP/$X'$ phrases. While Toivonen’s original proposal is highly relevant to the potentially ambiguous distinction between clitics and affixes, the extension proposed by Duncan (2007) and Arnold and Sadler (2013) is directly relevant to the other great question mark over the syntax–morphology divide: compounding/incorporation phenomena.\(^\text{39}\) In relation to English, for example, it captures the structural similarity between Adj + N phrases and Adj + N compounds, and may therefore help to account for why the former can so often become reanalyzed as the latter: the syntactic phrase *black bird* is an $N^0$, just as the lexical compound *blackbird* is. All that is lost in the reanalysis of an Adj + N phrase as an Adj + N compound is the internal syntactic structure of the mother $N^0$, and not any higher phrasal ($X'$ or XP) structure. The productivity of $N + N$ sequences in English, the possibility of recursion of these sequences, and the fact that the status of these sequences as phrases or lexical compounds is often ambiguous likewise receive a natural explanation. So, the sequence *photo frame insert manufacturing specification* is an $N^0$ just as *photo frame* is, and just as *photo* is. The possibility arises of explaining the ambiguous status of these sequences in terms of the reanalysis of $N^0$ phrases as $N^0$ words.

So, nonprojecting categories are directly relevant to syntactic phenomena that are somewhat less syntactic than ‘ordinary’ projecting syntax, and to words and phrases on the border between syntax and morphology. For this reason, they are exactly what is needed for analyzing Classical Sanskrit compounding.

Essentially, I propose rules of the form in 29 for Sanskrit compound syntax. Classical Sanskrit compounds will therefore have a syntactic structure parallel to premodified English $N^0$s, as in 28 above.

\[(29)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } & X^0 \rightarrow \hat{Y} X^0 \\
\text{b. } & \hat{X} \rightarrow \hat{Y} \hat{X}
\end{align*}
\]

An analysis of this kind has a number of benefits. Recursive adjunction of $\hat{Y}$ to $\hat{X}$ captures the phrasal nature of Sanskrit compounds, while keeping the phrase structure rules for compounds fully distinct from the rules of noncompound syntax. The use of $\hat{X}$ as the category for nonfinal members of compounds permits a clear distinction to be made between inflected words and the uninflected stem forms in compound syntax: stem forms are $\hat{X}$; fully inflected words are $X^0$. And the adjunction of $\hat{X}$ to $X^0$ captures the fact that phrasally formed compounds are closer to lexical words than noncompound phrases. The details of my analysis for the four major types of compound discussed in this article are presented in the next section.

The proposals made here, and the analysis I have advanced for understanding nonprojecting categories in terms of the unclear dividing line between syntax and morphology, have notable parallels in some important morphological treatments of compounding. Anderson (1992:292–319) discusses the status of compounding within his ‘a-morphous morphology’ theory. He argues that compounds are formed by ‘word structure rules’, distinct from the ‘word formation rules’ that deal with most morphology. These rules can apply either in the lexicon or the syntax. Notably, he proposes the following ‘phrase structure’ rule for English $N + N$ compounds.

\[(30)\]
\[N \rightarrow N N\]

\(^\text{39}\) Duncan’s (2007) proposal is made with specific reference to noun incorporation; nonprojecting categories were also proposed to account for incorporation structures by Asudeh (2007).
Here, the N represents the head. Anderson points out that this ‘word structure rule’ is similar to ordinary X’ rules, but differs in a number of ways, for example, in that the sisters of a head are lexical categories, rather than phrases. It is obvious enough how this corresponds to a syntactic phrase structure rule involving a nonprojecting category (e.g. 24). A similar analysis for English compounding is proposed by Ackema and Neeleman (2004). They consider syntax and morphology to be two distinct structure-generating components of the grammar, but components that are both separate from the lexicon (which is a repository of exceptions). In their view, syntax and morphology can come into competition. In relation to English compounding, they assume that the following two structural possibilities are in competition: the tree in 31 is the ‘syntactic’ structure, while the tree in 32 is the ‘morphological’ structure.

Their ‘syntactic’ structure corresponds to the traditional possibilities of X’ syntax, while their ‘morphological’ structure corresponds to a rule involving nonprojecting categories. Insofar as ‘morphology’, in their conception, is distinct from the lexicon and functions as an independent structure-generating system, it would involve only a minor reassignment to treat this morphological rule as part of the syntactic component, which would correspond closely to my proposal.

In the following sections I present a syntactic analysis of the most common compound types found in Classical Sanskrit, demonstrating that the use of nonprojecting categories provides a fully adequate account of their features and status.

6. Dvandvas. As discussed above, dvandvas are essentially compounds of coordinate nouns. To repeat one of the examples given above, the nouns ratha- ‘chariot’, gaja- ‘elephant’, and aśva- ‘horse’ can be coordinated to create the dvandva compound [ratha- gaja- aśva-] ‘chariot(s), elephant(s), and horse(s)’.

As discussed in the previous section, I propose that Sanskrit’s specialized compound syntax, which is distinct from the ‘regular’ syntax found outside of compounds, can be modeled using the nonprojecting categories of Toivonen (2003), assuming recursive adjunction of Y* to X*.

The uninflected ‘stem’ form of words that appear in nonfinal position in a compound are of category X, while inflected words, or words that can stand independently, outside a compound, are of category X0. This means that the ‘special’ syntax of compounds can be stated in phrase structure rules with reference to nonprojecting categories. The following phrase structure rule is required for dvandvas.41

40 Padrosa-Trias (2010) denies the existence of coordinate compounding, arguing that coordination is a purely syntactic process and that apparent coordinate compounds involve asyndetic coordination in the syntax. Although my analysis of Sanskrit dvandvas does treat them as a kind of asyndetic coordination, I do not exclude the possibility of genuine coordinate compounds, either in earlier/later stages of Sanskrit, or crosslinguistically.

41 I understand ‘adjunction’ in purely phrasal terms, and not as a combination of phrasal (c-structure) and functional (f-structure) features. This is why the functional annotations do not conform to what is expected of ‘adjunction’ under the ‘structure-function’ mapping principles proposed by Bresnan (2001:99–122) and Toivonen (2003); such principles are important generalizations, but mismatches between phrasal structure and functional relations are possible. The importance of keeping a clear distinction between phrasal structure and functional relations is discussed, in relation to coordination/subordination mismatches, by Belyaev (2015).
The annotation ↓∈↑ below each daughter node specifies that the daughters together constitute a set at functional structure (which is how coordination is represented in LFG). This will produce the structure in 34 for the compound \([\text{ratha- gaja- aśvāḥ}]\).

The compound is therefore an \(N_0\), but an \(N_0\) consisting of three words, just like \(\text{very happy man}\) in 28 above. The nonfinal elements in this \(N_0\) are \(\hat{N}\), and so they are instantiated by the stem forms of the words concerned. That is, stem forms are lexically specified as instantiating only nonprojecting category nodes, while inflected forms are lexically specified as instantiating only projecting category nodes. Since the final word in the mother \(N_0\) is a lexical \(N_0\), it is inflected for number, case, and gender.\(^{42}\)

The rule in 33 is sufficient for dvandvas with an inflected final element, that is, dvandvas that are not further embedded in a compound structure and that participate in the ‘ordinary’ noncompound syntax of their clause. However, as with all compounds in Sanskrit, it is equally possible for dvandvas to appear embedded within a larger compound. When not final in a compound sequence, the final element of a dvandva will, of course, appear in stem form; that is, it must be an \(\hat{N}\), not an \(N_0\). At the same time, the node dominating the dvandva must be \(\hat{N}\), not \(N_0\), since all embedding within a compound sequence involves adjunction of nonprojecting categories. Therefore, alongside the phrase structure rule in 33, we must also assume the rule in 35.\(^{43}\)

The phrase structure rules in 33 and 35 are essentially the same, except for the parameter of projection/nonprojection. That is, the projecting/nonprojecting status of the category on the left-hand side of the rule determines the projecting/nonprojecting status of the rightmost category on the right-hand side. In LFG, categories can be parametrized in phrase structure rules for structural features; parametrized categories are known as ‘complex’ categories.\(^{44}\) For example, \(V_{[\text{fin}]}\) can be used to represent the category of finite Vs, while \(V_{[\text{inf}]}\) and \(V_{[\text{ptc}]}\) represent infinitive and participle Vs, respectively. Variables can be used to range over sets of exclusive features; so, \(V_{[\_\text{finiteness}]}\) represents a V parametrized for finiteness: the feature \([\_\text{finiteness}]\) must be instantiated with a particular
value, say [fin], [inf], or [ptc], within any given phrase structure rule. Since projection/nonprojection is a c-structure feature, it can be parametrized. What we have hitherto referred to as \( X^0 \) is essentially just \( X \) plus the feature ‘projection’; likewise, \( \hat{X} \) is \( X \) plus the feature ‘nonprojection’.

We can therefore represent \( X^0 \) and \( \hat{X} \) as \( X_{\text{[proj]}} \) and \( X_{\text{[nonproj]}} \) respectively. The variable that ranges over \([\text{proj}]\) and \([\text{nonproj}]\) we can label \([\_pr]\). So within any phrase structure rule, \( X_{\_pr} \) must be instantiated as either \( X^0 \) (i.e. \( X_{\text{[proj]}} \)) or \( \hat{X} \) (i.e. \( X_{\text{[nonproj]}} \)) in all of its occurrences. We can therefore generalize over the rules in 33 and 35 with the rule in 36, which is precisely equivalent to either rule in 37.

\[
(36) \quad N_{\_pr} \rightarrow N_{\text{[nonproj]}} \uparrow N_{\_pr} \\
(37) \quad \begin{cases} \text{a. } N_{\_pr} \rightarrow \hat{N}^+ N_{\_pr} \\ \text{b. } \{ N^0 \rightarrow \hat{N}^+ N^0 \quad N^0 \rightarrow \hat{N}^+ \hat{N} \} \end{cases}
\]

Parametrizing over projection/nonprojection therefore permits the phrase structure rules for Sanskrit compounds to be expressed much more succinctly, since only one rule is required to cover both of the possible contexts in which a particular compound may appear.

As noted above, dvandvas are essentially coordinate compounds. Apart from this, it is not possible to coordinate elements within a compound. So, the rule licensing ordinary, noncompound, coordination of \( X \)s must be prevented from applying within a compound. That is, the structure in 38 is perfectly admissible, but the structure in 39 is impossible, since the \( N^0 \) that undergoes coordination is ‘within’ a compound.

\[
(38) \quad \begin{array}{c|c|c} \hline & \hline \end{array}
\]

\[
(39) \quad \begin{array}{c|c|c} \hline & \hline \end{array}
\]

It would be unproblematic to prevent coordination from applying to nonfinal elements in a compound by simply stating that nonprojecting categories cannot be coordinated, except by dvandva coordination. But the restriction must apply also to the final, projecting, element of a compound, which is, at least superficially, indistinguishable from other \( X^0 \) categories that can undergo coordination. The solution is to admit a further c-structure feature that may be subject to parametrization, controlling coordinability. The phrase structure rules for compounding will then specify a feature, \([\text{nocoord}]\), of all elements on the right-hand side of the rule, whereas the rule for coordination of \( X^0 \) is restricted to \( X^0 \)s with the feature \([\text{coord}]\) (in the lexicon projecting words will be
underspecified for this feature). The rule for dvandva coordination in 36 above can therefore be stated with more detail as in 40, while the rule for X^0 coordination will be as in 41.45

\[
\begin{align*}
(40) \quad N_{[pr]} & \rightarrow N_{[nonproj][nocoord]}^+ N_{[pr][nocoord]} \quad \downarrow \in \uparrow \\
(41) \quad X_{[coord]} & \rightarrow X_{[coord]}^+ X_{[coord]} \ Conj \quad \downarrow \in \uparrow \quad \uparrow \in \downarrow \quad \uparrow = \downarrow
\end{align*}
\]

In the phrase structure rules given below, I omit the [nocoord] feature so as to keep the rules simple, but it can be assumed to be present. In both phrase structures and trees, I also retain X^0 and X in place of (i.e. as abbreviations for) X_{[proj]} and X_{[nonproj]} respectively, for consistency with earlier sections of the article and with previous work on nonprojecting categories.

7. Tatpuruṣas. The analysis of tatpuruṣas is also relatively simple. The canonical type, the vibhakti-tatpuruṣa introduced above, involves either N + N or N + Adj sequences, with a ‘case’ relation inferable between the two elements. To repeat the examples given above, [svarga- patita-], lit. ‘heaven-fallen’, is interpreted by inferring an ablative relation between the elements, that is, ‘fallen from heaven’, while [rājabhāryā]-, lit. ‘king-wife’, is interpreted by inferring a genitive or possessive relation between the elements, that is, ‘the king’s wife’. The case relation is not a structural but an abstract syntactic relation, and so in LFG is represented at f-structure. The particular relation between any two words is entirely contextually determined, partly on the basis of the lexical meanings of the two elements concerned, but also, where this admits of some ambiguity, on the wider clausal context. For example, [bhū- patita-], lit. ‘earth-fallen’, is interpreted as involving a directional (accusative case) relation between the elements, that is ‘fallen to earth’. The difference between this and [svarga- patita-] is entirely dependent on the relative positions of heaven and earth. However, the compound [vṛkṣa- patita-], lit. ‘tree-fallen’, is more ambiguous: this could mean ‘fallen from a/the tree’ or ‘fallen onto a/the tree’, depending on the context. The former is perhaps the neutral interpretation, but only because the property of having fallen from a tree is more common, and generally more salient, than the property of having fallen onto a tree. Similarly, [grāma- gata-] could mean either ‘having gone to the village’ or ‘having left (i.e. gone from) the village’, though again the former is the less marked interpretation. In other cases the interpretation of the compound may not be ambiguous, in broad terms, but it is possible to attribute at least two different thematic roles to the first element. So, for example, [ātpa- śuṣka-], lit. ‘sun-dried’, which can be taken to mean either ‘dried in the sun’ or ‘dried by the sun’.

The important point is that the functional relation between two elements of a tatpuruṣa cannot be determined structurally, so the rules governing the formation of tatpuruṣas must permit selection between a variety of relations. The following rules specify the formation of N + Adj and N + N tatpuruṣas respectively; a disjunctive list specifies the range of possible functional relations between elements (the full specification has been omitted to simplify the representation).

\[
\begin{align*}
(42) \quad \text{Adj}_{[pr]} & \rightarrow \quad N \quad \text{Adj}_{[pr]} \\
& \{ \downarrow \in (\uparrow \text{ADJ}) \} \quad (\uparrow \text{OBL}_0) = \downarrow \quad \ldots \} \quad \uparrow = \downarrow \\
(43) \quad \text{N}_{[pr]} & \rightarrow \quad N \quad \text{N}_{[pr]} \\
& \{ \downarrow \in (\uparrow \text{ADJ}) \} \quad (\uparrow \text{POSS}) = \downarrow \quad \ldots \} \quad \uparrow = \downarrow
\end{align*}
\]

45 The placement possibilities for coordinating conjunctions in Sanskrit are more complex than suggested by 41, but I ignore the details here since they are not relevant for the present purposes.
The resulting c-structure and f-structure for the compound [rāja- bhāryā] are shown in 44. For comparison, 45 shows the same structures for the equivalent noncompounded phrase, rājño bhāryā ‘wife of the king’; the functional structure corresponding to this is identical to that in 44.

(44)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\phi \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N}^0 \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{PRED} \quad \text{‘wife’} \\
\text{POSS} \quad \text{[PRED ‘king’]} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\text{rāja-} \\
\text{bhāryā} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{M} \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\text{wife.NOM.SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

(45)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\phi \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N}^0 \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{PRED} \quad \text{‘wife’} \\
\text{POSS} \quad \text{[PRED ‘king’]} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\text{bhāryā} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{M} \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\text{wife.NOM.SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\text{rājño} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{M} \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\text{king.GEN.SG} \\
\end{array}
\]

It is now possible to exemplify how the embedding of compounds inside other compounds works. The tree in 47 shows the structure resulting from the application of both the tatpuruṣa and dvandva rules to the phrase in example 46, which is a simplified version of part of the compound in example 20. The corresponding functional structure is given in 48.


lip- motion- teeth- baring.NOM.DU

‘quivering of the lips and baring of the teeth.’

(47)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\phi \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N}^0 \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N} \\
\downarrow \in \uparrow \\
\text{adhara} \\
\text{vicarana-} \\
\text{daśana-} \\
\text{darśane} \\
\text{lip-} \\
\text{motion-} \\
\text{teeth} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N}^0 \\
\uparrow = \downarrow \\
\text{baring.NOM.DU} \\
\end{array}
\]

(48) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NUM DUAL} \\
\text{CASE NOM} \\
\{ \text{PRED ‘quivering’} \} \\
\{ \text{POSS [PRED ‘lip’]} \} \\
\{ \text{PRED ‘baring’} \} \\
\{ \text{POSS [PRED ‘teeth’]} \} \\
\end{array}
\]
This structure results from the application of the dvandva coordination rule to an N⁰, followed by the application of the N + N tatpurṣa rule to both conjuncts. In the case of the leftmost conjunct, the mother N is nonprojecting, so the parameter of nonprojection is passed to the rightmost element of the tatpurṣa, giving an N that is instantiated by the stem form vicarana-. In the case of the rightmost conjunct, the N is projecting, so the parameter passes down to the rightmost element of the tatpurṣa (which is also thereby the rightmost element of the dvandva as a whole), and, as an N⁰, it is instantiated by the inflected word form darśane.

8. Karmadhārayas. As noted above, the term karmadhāraya is applied to a number of distinct compound types. The three types introduced above are all simple to account for within the proposed framework.

8.1. Adj + N. Compounds of Adj + N, in which the Adj functions as an adjectival modifier of the noun, are particularly simple. The phrase structure rule in 49 is required to account for these compounds. For a compound such as [rakta- latā-] ‘red vine’, the c-structure and f-structure in 50 result.

(49) \[ N_{[\_pr]} \rightarrow \text{Adj} \downarrow \in (\uparrow \text{ADJ}) \uparrow = \downarrow \]

(50) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{Adj} \\
\text{rakta-} \\
\text{red-}
\end{array} \quad \downarrow \in (\uparrow \text{ADJ}) \uparrow = \downarrow \quad \text{latā-} \\
\text{vine.NOM.SG} \\
\text{N⁰} \\
\quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{PRED} \\
\text{ˈvine}′
\end{array} \right] \\
\quad \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{PRED} \\
\text{ˈred′}
\end{array} \right\}
\]

The noncompound equivalent of this sequence differs only in that the modifying adjective constitutes a full AdjP phrase; it must therefore must be adjoined to NP, and it is of course fully inflected. In f-structure terms, there is no difference between this and the compound construction.

(51) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{AdjP} \\
\text{rakta-} \\
\text{red-}
\end{array} \quad \downarrow \in (\uparrow \text{ADJ}) \uparrow = \downarrow \quad \text{latā-} \\
\text{vine.NOM.SG} \\
\quad \text{N⁰} \\
\quad \left[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{PRED} \\
\text{ˈvine}′
\end{array} \right] \\
\quad \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{PRED} \\
\text{ˈred′}
\end{array} \right\}
\]

8.2. Adj + Adj and Adv + Adj. This compound type involves the modification of an adjective by either an adjective or an adverb, for example, [udagra- ramaṇīya-] ‘intensely lovely’ (lit. ‘intense-lovely’), [madhura- ukta-] ‘sweetly spoken’ (lit. ‘sweet-spoken’), [punar- ukta-] ‘spoken again’ (lit. ‘again-spoken’), [evam- bhūta-] ‘being so’ (lit. ‘thus-being’). The rule in 52 accounts for this type. As this is so similar to the preceding type (mutatis mutandis), I omit example c-structures and f-structures.

I assume that Adj and Adv are distinct categories, following for example Payne et al. 2010, but nothing depends on this; in fact, the rules would be simpler if only a single category A were utilized.
(52) \( \text{Adj}_{[\text{pr}]} \rightarrow \{\text{Adj} | \text{Ad}v\} \downarrow \in \{\uparrow \text{ADJ}\} \quad \uparrow = \downarrow \)

One subtype of Adj + Adj karmadhāraya, which is covered by the preceding rule but for which a more complex analysis might be desirable, involves a compound of which both elements are so-called ‘past participles’, as in the following example.

(53) \([\text{snātā}-\text{anulipta-}]_k\d \hspace{1cm} \text{bathed}-\text{anointed-} \hspace{1cm} \text{‘having bathed and (then) anointed oneself’}\)

The Indian grammatical tradition understands such compounds as implying a temporal sequence, such that the action referred to by the first element temporally precedes that referred to by the second element. This could be covered by treating the first participle as an adjunct to the second, giving a literal sense of something like ‘having anointed oneself after bathing’. The potential complication with analyzing such compounds is that the grammatical status of the ‘past participle’ is somewhat ambiguous. It is, at least formally, a verbal adjective, which in categorial terms is an adjective (hence its appearance under this heading), but in Classical Sanskrit it often functions as the equivalent of a finite past-tense verb form. In compounds such as the example given above, it is practically equivalent, at least in functional terms, to the Sanskrit converb (also called the absolutive or gerund), which cannot appear in compound phrases.

The correct analysis of such compounds depends not only on the categorial status of the past participle, but also on how its semantics are modeled. Altogether, it is possible for the rule in 52 above to apply to this sort of compound, but a more complex rule may provide a more nuanced analysis; for the present I leave this subtype to one side.

8.3. \(N + N\). \(N + N\) karmadhārayas involve an identity between two nouns, of which both may be common nouns, or one may be a proper noun of some sort. Essentially, the first noun functions as a modifier of the second, restricting the set of possible referents. For example, \([\text{rāja}-\text{ṛṣi-}]_, \text{lit. ‘king-seer’ (i.e. seer who is also a king)}; [\text{amātya}-\text{devadatta-}]_-, \text{lit. ‘minister-Devadatta’ (‘Devadatta the Minister’); [strī-\text{jana-}], \text{lit. ‘women-folk’ (‘people who are women’); [dhvani-\text{śabda-}], \text{lit. ‘dhvani-word’ (i.e. ‘the word dhvani’); [kāñci-pura-], \text{lit. ‘Kāñci-city’ (‘the city of Kāñci’). These compounds can be modeled in an entirely parallel manner to the Adj + N compounds. The relevant phrase structure rule is given in 54; the c-structure and f-structure for \([\text{amātya}-\text{devadatta-}]_\text{‘Devadatta the Minister’}\) are shown in 55.

(54) \(\text{N}_{[\text{pr}]} \rightarrow \hat{\text{N}} \downarrow \in \{\uparrow \text{ADJ}\} \quad \text{N}_{[\text{pr}]} \quad \uparrow = \downarrow \)

(55) 
\[
\begin{array}{c}
\hat{\text{N}} \\
\downarrow \in \{\uparrow \text{ADJ}\}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{N}^0
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{PRED} \\
\text{Devadatta}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ADJ} \\
\{\text{PRED} \text{‘Minister’}\}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{amātya-} \\
\text{minister-}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\hat{\text{N}} \\
\downarrow \in \{\uparrow \text{ADJ}\}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{N}^0 \\
\uparrow = \downarrow
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{devadattaḥ}
\end{array}
\]

9. \text{Bahuvrīhis}. The analysis of bahuvrīhi compounds is the most problematic of all the compound types discussed here. As noted above, bahuvrīhis are often described as

\[47\text{At least not in the sorts of free and productive compounds discussed here.}\]
‘exocentric’, since their reference is to an entity external to the compound, but it is not immediately obvious whether this should be understood as a syntactic or a semantic property, or both. Scalise and Guevara (2006) discuss exocentric compounding in a typological perspective, and show that exocentricity in compounding may manifest itself in a variety of ways, syntactic and semantic.

In functional terms, a bahuvrīhi can be analyzed as expressing an embedded predication to which the external head bears some contextually determined relation. So in the phrase in 56, the embedded predication is ‘ears (are) long’, and in this case, as in many bahuvrīhīs, the relation of the external head is one of possession.

(56) [dīrgha- karn] devadattah
    long- ear.nom.sg.m Devadatta
    ‘Devadatta, whose ears are long/long-eared Devadatta’

Other relations are possible, depending (just as with tatpurusas) on the lexical meanings of the words involved and the wider context. In particular, when a past participle is used as the first member of a bahuvrīhi, the external head may bear an argument role in relation to the event referred to by the participle (usually an instrument, if the participle is interpreted passively).

(57) [jñāta- sarvasvo] devadattah
    known- entirety.nom.sg.m Devadatta
    ‘Devadatta, who knows everything/by whom everything is known’

In functional terms, then, a phrase such as [dīrgha-karn] devadattah will be modeled in parallel manner to a phrase involving a relative clause. The f-structure representation for such a phrase will be as in 58.

(58) [PRED ‘Devadatta’
    [REL-TOP [PRED ‘pro’]
    [PRED ‘null-be{SUBJ,PREDLINK,OBLθ}’]
    [SUBJ [PRED ‘ear’]
    [PREDLINK [PRED ‘long’]
    [OBLθ [ ]]

The embedded predication is represented using a ‘null-be’ predicate that selects for a SUBJECT argument (the element predicated of), a PREDLINK argument (the predicated element), and an oblique argument OBLθ. The oblique argument can be instantiated to a variety of thematic roles, including recipient/possessor.

In phrase-structural terms, a number of different possibilities could be suggested for modeling the internal structure of bahuvrīhi compounds. If the exocentricity of bahuvrīhīs were attributed not only to the semantics and functional structure, but also to the phrase structure, then bahuvrīhīs could be modeled by means of a specialized exocentric phrase structure category, which we might call ‘B’.49


49 LFG admits a number of exocentric phrasal categories. The most widely accepted is S, the exocentric clausal node, commonly assumed for nonconfigurational languages; the ‘expression node’ E (Aissen 1992) is
Besides the fact that ‘B’ would be a somewhat ad hoc solution, however, there is a formal problem: when the final element of a bahuvrīhi is also the final element of the compound (i.e. when the bahuvrīhi is not embedded in a larger compound, or forms the last element of a larger compound), the final element is of course inflected, meaning that it must be a projecting N⁰ (since nonprojecting categories in Sanskrit are uninflected under the proposals made here). But an N⁰ directly dominated by ‘B’ does not, in fact, project a phrase, so could only be classed as an N⁰ by ignoring the key defining feature of that category. The only alternative would be Ń. But admitting inflected Ńs would undermine the otherwise clear distinction between Ń and N⁰. The same problem affects another possible solution, namely an Adj⁰ dominating an Adj and an N⁰/?key.

Again, according to this rule, when the mother is Adj⁰, the rightmost daughter must be N⁰, but an N⁰ that does not project a phrase. One way to overcome this problem would be to assume that bahuvrīhis are in fact Ns that can head an NP. However, this would run counter to the usual assumption that these compounds are fundamentally adjectival structures, an assumption for which there is good evidence. A rule such as the following would work, but the claim that bahuvrīhis are essentially nominal structures would be hard to sustain.

Gillon (2007) discusses the status of bahuvrīhis in Classical Sanskrit and provides a number of arguments for treating them as fundamentally adjectival. First, the final element, when inflected, shows full adjectival agreement (even though the final element is invariably a noun, categorially). Furthermore, the possibilities for secondary derivation from bahuvrīhis parallel those for adjectives; that is, the same affixes that can be used to derive nouns, adverbs, and so on from adjectives are also found attached to bahuvrīhis. These facts strongly suggest that bahuvrīhis should be treated as adjectival structures; in the formalism proposed here, then, the node directly dominating a bahuvrīhi compound must be of category Adj.

Gillon (2007) argues that bahuvrīhis (at least the type considered here) are best analyzed as derived from Adj + N karmadhāraya compounds by addition of a phonetically null possessive suffix. This proposal is similar to the analysis of English bahuvrīhis proposed by Kiparsky (1982), which likewise involves a null head. That is, a karma-dhāraya like [dīrgha- karn-
̣a-] ‘long ear’ is converted into a bahuvrīhi [dīrgha- karna-] ‘long-eared’ by null affixation. Gillon argues that support for this analysis comes from the common use of the -ka- suffix on bahuvrīhis (cf. §3.5), which he treats as a nonnull alternative to the null suffix.

Within the lexicalist and syntactic analysis of compounding pursued here, it is not possible to assume an affix that attaches to syntactically formed compounds without

50 A further problem with assuming an exocentric category B is that one could not use parametrization for projection/nonprojection as a way of determining whether the rightmost daughter of B was N or N⁰ in any given instance (since an exocentric category cannot be parametrized for projection/nonprojection, by definition).

51 Gillon (2007) further argues that such suffixation patterns are paralleled in English, where -ed in long-eared, long-legged, and so on can be treated as an adjectival bahuvrīhi-forming suffix, alternating with a null bahuvrīhi suffix when such compounds are used as nouns (e.g. red-head).
also assuming a productive process of compound lexicalization. Under the present analysis, the ‘null’ head required is a syntactic one, and so must involve a separate node in the syntactic structure. Granted that bahuvrīhis are essentially adjectival and therefore immediately dominated by Adj, and following Gillon’s (2007) analysis of bahuvrīhis as containing an embedded Adj + N karmadhāraya-like structure, we can assume the two phrase structure rules in 62 and 63.

\[
\begin{align*}
(62) \text{Adj}_{[\_pr]} & \rightarrow \text{N}^\hat{\_} \text{Adj}_{[\_pr]} \\
& \uparrow=\downarrow \ 	ext{Adj} \in \text{CAT}(\uparrow \text{PREDLINK})
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
(63) \text{N}^\hat{\_} & \rightarrow \text{Adj}/giddde \text{N}^\hat{\_} \\
& (\uparrow \text{PREDLINK})=\downarrow \ (\uparrow \text{PRED})='\text{null-be}'(\text{SUBJ}, \text{PREDLINK}, \text{OBL}_0)' \\
& (\uparrow \text{SUBJ})=\downarrow \\
& (\uparrow \text{REL-TOP}) = (\downarrow \text{OBL}_0) \\
& (\uparrow \text{REL-TOP PRED}) = \text{pro}
\end{align*}
\]

The first rule specifies that a bahuvrīhi is an Adj, dominating an N and an Adj. The daughter Adj corresponds to the null ‘suffix’ of Gillon (2007), but its instantiation here is rather different, as detailed below. The N expands according to the second rule, which is structurally equivalent to the Adj + N karmadhāraya rule given above, but contains very different functional annotations, the functional annotations that are required to produce an f-structural analysis as in 58 above. These two rules must be constrained to appear together; that is, the rule in 63 is the only rule that must be able to apply to the N from 62; otherwise, any phrase structure rule expanding N could apply, or indeed any lexical N could fill the node, either of which would produce an incoherent structure. This is the purpose of the constraint \(\text{Adj} \in \text{CAT}(\uparrow \text{PREDLINK})\) in 62, which utilizes the CAT predicate (Kaplan & Maxwell 1996, Dalrymple 2001:168–71) to refer to the c-structure category of a related f-structure. The constraint states that there must be a node of category Adj that projects to the f-structure (\(\uparrow \text{PREDLINK}\)). By the annotations on the rule in 63, this constraint will be satisfied if the \(\hat{N}\) is expanded by this rule. It will not be satisfied if \(\hat{N}\) is filled by a lexical N, and since no other rule required for Sanskrit compounding involves (or need involve) an Adj projecting to (\(\uparrow \text{PREDLINK}\)), the rule in 63 is the only rule that can (and must) expand the \(\hat{N}\) in 62.52

Given these rules, we have three terminal c-structure nodes, but only two items (i.e. the first and second elements of the bahuvrīhi) to fill them. Empty nodes are strictly avoided in LFG, except to host traces in some analyses of long-distance dependencies.53 But it is significant, in this context, that the final noun in a bahuvrīhi is rather different from nouns appearing in other contexts. As discussed above, nouns have inherent grammatical gender in Sanskrit, but at the end of a bahuvrīhi a noun can be inflected in any gender, since it must agree with the compound’s external referent. So an inherently masculine noun, for example, which cannot otherwise appear in neuter or feminine forms, can appear in such forms at the end of a bahuvrīhi. Therefore a noun form used at the end of a bahuvrīhi can be considered a rather different type of word; it is not, in fact, a noun of the standard type. It is a noun with adjectival agreement properties or, to put it another way, a noun that is partly adjectival. To understand the status of such

52 It might alternatively be possible to collapse the rules in 62 and 63 into a single, nonbinary branching rule, but I avoid doing this so as to preserve the intuition that bahuvrīhis contain a karmadhāraya-like structure embedded within them.

53 On the existence, or otherwise, of traces from an LFG perspective, see Dalrymple & King 2013.
nouns, and to resolve the difficulties in the analysis of bahuvrīhi compounds, I propose to analyze them using the theory of lexical sharing.\textsuperscript{54}

A number of authors in LFG, beginning with Wescoat (2002, 2005, 2007, 2009), admit the possibility that certain lexical items can instantiate two nodes in the phrase structure.\textsuperscript{55} Examples discussed by Wescoat include pronoun-auxiliary contractions in English, for example, \textit{I’ll, you’ve, he’d}, and preposition-determiner contractions in French and German, for example, French \textit{au, du}. These forms are ‘portmanteau words’: they display a number of properties that require them to be treated as single lexical elements; for example, they cannot be split up and their phonological form cannot be derived by regular phonological processes of contraction from two distinct elements. But at the same time, they display some features of two-word sequences, for example, patterning paradigmatically with unambiguous two-word sequences.

The possibility of lexical sharing permits a very neat analysis of bahuvrīhi compounding, and in particular the fact that nouns constituting the final element in a bahuvrīhi can show full adjectival agreement. I propose that forms of nouns inflected as adjectives are stored in the lexicon with the specification that they must instantiate two nodes in the phrase structure, \(\hat{N}\) and \(\hat{\text{Adj}}\). There also exist stem forms of nouns that can instantiate \(\hat{N}\) and \(\hat{\text{Adj}}\), when a bahuvrīhi is embedded within another compound.

For example, the phrase in example 64 shows a bahuvrīhi agreeing in number, case, and gender with the noun it modifies. The final element of the bahuvrīhi is a noun that is inherently masculine and so, except when used in a bahuvrīhi agreeing with (or referring to) a nonmasculine noun, cannot have feminine or neuter forms. The tree in 65 shows the structure for this example.

\begin{equation}
(64) \quad [\text{dirgha-} \ karn\hat{a}]_{\text{v}} \quad \text{si\text{\text{"u}}} \\
\quad \text{long-} \quad \text{ear.NOM.SG.F} \quad \text{Si\text{\text{"u}}.NOM.SG} \\
\quad \text{‘long-eared Sita’}
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
(65)
\begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{AdjP} \\
\quad \downarrow \in \ (\uparrow \text{Adj}) \\
\quad \text{Adj}^0 \\
\quad \uparrow =\downarrow \\
\quad \hat{N} \\
\quad \uparrow =\downarrow \\
\quad \text{Adj}^0 \\
\quad \uparrow =\downarrow \\
\quad \hat{\text{Adj}} \\
\quad \uparrow =\downarrow \\
\quad \text{dirgha-} \quad \text{karn\hat{a}} \\
\quad \text{long-} \quad \text{ear.NOM.SG.FEM}
\end{array}
\end{equation}

\textsuperscript{54} Strictly speaking, the ‘constrained lexical sharing’ of Lowe 2015b, but the specifics are unimportant here.

\textsuperscript{55} Besides Wescoat, see also Broadwell 2007, 2008, Alsina 2010, Belyaev 2014, and Lowe 2015b. Lexical sharing represents an instantiation in LFG terms of ‘multidominance’ in syntactic representation; for the equivalent in other syntactic theories, see, for example, Citko & Gračanin-Yuksek 2013:5ff., with references, for minimalism; Williams 2003 for representation theory; and Ramchand 2008, Svenonius 2011 for ‘spanning’ in nanosyntax. Within LFG it is similar to, but distinct from, treatments of ‘mixed categories’, such as the English gerund that displays features of both noun and verb, such as by Bresnan (1997), Malouf (2000), Mugane (2003), and Bresnan and Mugane (2006).
Under this analysis, the final ‘noun’ in a bahuvrīhi simultaneously instantiates both the Adj head of the compound sequence and the N that supplies the subject for the embedded predication. It is necessary to ensure both that forms such as \textit{karnā} can only appear with a sequence of N and Adj\textsuperscript{0}/Adj that is produced by the bahuvrīhi rules in 62 and 63 above and, conversely, that the rules in 62 and 63 can only be instantiated by forms such as \textit{karnā}, and not by any sequence of N and Adj. In fact, both requirements fall out easily given the rules proposed. For the latter requirement no additional constraint is required: the annotation under the N in 63 supplies a null copular PRED, which prevents the instantiation of Adj by any word that supplies its own PRED (as all adjectives will), since in that case there would be two distinct specifications of the PRED value (a ‘PRED clash’), which is not permitted. The former requirement is achieved by a specification in the lexical entry requiring that the f-structure projected from the Adj\textsuperscript{0} contains an attribute subj. The lexical entry also supplies no PRED value for the f-structure projected from the Adj\textsuperscript{0}, and this in combination with the requirement for a subj means that it cannot be associated with an Adj\textsuperscript{0} that is not part of a bahuvrīhi structure. This is because the Adj\textsuperscript{0} in a bahuvrīhi already has its PRED specified in the phrase structure rules, and this PRED subcategorizes for a subj. But any other Adj\textsuperscript{0} would not have a PRED value independently specified, so could not subcategorize for a subj, meaning that the resulting f-structure would fail the requirement for coherence (which disallows governable grammatical functions that are not subcategorized for in the PRED value of the relevant f-structure). I therefore propose lexical entries of the type in 66 for nouns that can appear as the final element in a bahuvrīhi.\footnote{As noted, the feminine form of \textit{karna} used as an example here does not exist as an independent form, but is used only in bahuvrīhi compounds. If the same noun is used in a bahuvrīhi that appears in the masculine, the form used will be identical to a form that could exist independently. Rather than assume two homophonous versions of every case form of every noun, one used only in bahuvrīhīs and one elsewhere, it is possible to assume a single lexical entry, with the two possible c-structure instantiations (i.e. N\textsuperscript{0} or N Adj\textsuperscript{0}) and associated f-descriptions treated as alternatives. The same will apply to the two possible instantiations of stem forms (as N or N Adj). In fact there will be (at least) three alternative instantiations for stem forms, since N Adv is required as a possibility for avyāiḥbhāvas (see next section).} The important specification is the first under the Adj\textsuperscript{0}, which enforces the appearance of a subj feature in the f-structure projected from the Adj\textsuperscript{0}.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{karnā: N} & \textbf{Adj\textsuperscript{0}} \\
\hline
(↑PRED) = ‘ear’ & (↑ subj) \\
(↑GEND) = FEM & \\
(↑NUM) = SG & \\
(↑CASE) = NOM & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{}
\end{table}

According to this lexical entry, the adjectival agreement properties of a noun appearing in a bahuvrīhi are associated, at least in functional terms, with the Adj node that it instantiates, while the lexical meaning is associated, appropriately, with the N node that it instantiates.

In the case of bahuvrīhīs showing -\textit{ka}- suffixation, there are two possible analyses. For a compound such as \textit{dīṛgha-karnā-ka-}, discussed in §3.5, it would be possible either to treat the element -\textit{ka}- as a clitic, filling the Adj\textsuperscript{0} node in the c-structure for the bahuvrīhi (with appropriate functional constraints to prevent its use in other contexts), or else to treat the sequence \textit{karnā-ka-} as a single lexical element (i.e. taking -\textit{ka-} as an affix) with the same specifications as in 66 above. That is, the possible c-structures for the bahuvrīhi \textit{dīṛgha-karnā-ka-} are as follows.
Which analysis is correct depends purely on a decision as to the status of -ka-, something that is beyond the scope of the present work (cf. §3.5).

10. AVYAYĪBHĀVAS. As discussed above, avyayībhāva compounds are essentially adverbs formed of a compounded prepositional structure, for example, [bahir- grāmam], lit. ‘outside-village’. According to the Indian grammatical tradition, such compounds are left-headed, since the head of a prepositional phrase is clearly the preposition. However, these compounds are functionally very close to adverbs, and morphologically, too, show adverbial marking on the second element that cannot be accounted for purely in terms of a prepositional structure. This suggests an analysis along parallel lines to the analysis of bahuvrīhis, discussed in the previous section. That is, I propose the following phrase structure rules for avyayībhāva compounds.

(69) Adv[pr] → P ˆ Adv[pr] 
↑=↓ ↑=↓

(70) P → ˆ P ˆ N
↑=↓ (↑OBJ) =↓

These rules parallel the rules for bahuvrīhis (62–63 above) closely. An avyayībhāva compound is of category Adv, dominating a P and an Adv. This P is constrained by the annotation involving the CAT predicate to be expanded by the rule in 70, that is, as P ˆ N. Adverbial forms of nouns, such as grāmam ‘village.ADV’, will then instantiate both the ˆ N and Adv nodes, as follows.

(71)

This structure will depend on a lexical entry for grāmam parallel to that for karṇā provided in 66 above.

(72) grāmam: ˆ N Adv 
(↑PRED) = ‘village’ (↑OBJ)
11. DIACHRONY. The constructions and phenomena discussed in this article are specifically constructions and phenomena of the Classical Sanskrit period. At a slightly earlier stage, in the Vedic Sanskrit language (c. 1500–600 BC), some of the same patterns are seen, but in general the evidence regarding the morphosyntactic status of compounding points more toward a morphological status. For example, in the earliest texts, the Ṛgveda and Atharvaveda, the productive recursivity of compounding is highly restricted: no compounds of more than three members, and only a very few compounds of three members, are attested (e.g. Macdonell 1916:§185). Compounds involving pronouns (i.e. that display inbound anaphora) are attested, for example, Ṛgvedic ṭāt-apaś- ‘whose work is that’ (bahuvrīhi), but they are not common, and evidence regarding the anaphoric possibilities into and out of compounds, and for asamartta compounding, is more limited.

Most of the compound types attested in Sanskrit have clear parallels in cognate languages, and thus can be projected back to the earliest reconstructable ancestor of Sanskrit, Proto-Indo-European.57 In the other old Indo-European languages, compounds are, as in Vedic Sanskrit, largely restricted to two members, and appear much more clearly to be formed via morphological processes, displaying anaphoric islandhood much more consistently, for example. The status of compounding as a process of word formation in old Indo-European languages is generally taken for granted (e.g. Clackson 2002:163). As for the parent language, it is again widely assumed (usually without discussion) that compounds in Proto-Indo-European were words, that is, that compound formation was a morphological/lexical process (e.g. Meier-Brügger 2010:427–30). However, it is also widely held that the compound processes reconstructable to Proto-Indo-European had a syntactic origin—that is, that they arose via univerbation and lexicalization of originally syntactically juxtaposed sequences (e.g. Brugmann 1889:3, Schindler 1997, Clackson 2002). There is clear evidence for this in what are often called ‘unechte Komposita’, compounds that preserve an original case form in the prior member. For example, Vedic Sanskrit dāmpati- ‘master’ and Ancient Greek despóīs ‘master’ both continue Proto-Indo-European *dems-potí-, lit. ‘master of the house’, in which the first element *dems- reflects a genitive singular form of the word *dem- ‘house’ (though neither the dam- of the Sanskrit form nor the des- of the Greek would have been synchronically analyzable as a genitive singular). Compound patterns in which the nonfinal element is not inflected (i.e. appears in what we have called the ‘stem’ form, for Classical Sanskrit) are assumed to have originated by precisely the same processes of univerbation, but at a stage of Pre-Proto-Indo-European preceding the development of case inflection, for example, before it became obligatory to use the genitive (and other cases) to express syntactic dependencies between nouns (e.g. Brugmann 1889:23ff., but see also e.g. Schindler 1997, Dunkel 1999).

In both cases, what we are presumably dealing with is the listing and subsequent lexicalization of specific syntactic sequences, for example, due to high frequency of a particular collocation, and subsequently the reanalysis of the still discernable syntactic structure underlying the collocation as a morphological structure, which could then be treated as productive and extended to permit the creation of compounds directly in the morphology. Both of these processes can be understood in terms of grammaticalization: the univerbation and lexicalization of specific syntactic sequences involves a change from full word to subsyntactic unit for both members of the resulting compound, while

57 For a brief overview of compounding in Indo-European see Kastovsky 2009.
the reanalysis of an originally syntactic process as a morphological process can be understood as a grammaticalization in terms of the morphologization of a syntactic construction (see e.g. Haspelmath 2004:26, and Vincent & Börjars 2010:284–85). It is parallel, for example, to the univerbation of preverb-verb complexes in the history of many languages, including Sanskrit, Ancient Greek, and so on: while it originates in the lexicalization of specific preverb-verb sequences, the lexicalization is generalized to the construction as a whole.

Classical Sanskrit dvandva compounding differs from the other types of compounds discussed here in that its development from a phrasal syntactic construction can be observed within the historical period (as discussed in detail by Kiparsky 2010). The so-called ‘devatā-dvandvas’ of Vedic involve pairs of conventionally associated divine or human referents, for example, ‘Mitra and Varuṇa’ (gods), ‘Heaven and Earth’ (divine personifications), ‘mother and father’. In some instances, these dvandvas clearly involve two syntactically independent words that need not, for example, appear adjacent to one another; the only evidence of their close association is that both nouns must appear in the dual, although each noun itself refers to only a single individual. For example, Índrā ... várūṇā (Indra.DU ... Varuṇa.DU) ‘Indra(SG) and Varuṇa(SG)’ (Rgveda 4.41.3; two words intervene). This represents the earliest stage in the development of these dvandvas; at this stage, both forms appear in the appropriate case, for example, mitráyor várūmayor (Mitra.GEN.DU Varuṇa.GEN.DU) ‘of Mitra and Varuṇa’ (Rgveda 7.66.1). In some instances, however, the first member of the pair appears in an invariant form (which reflects the nominative/accusative dual), and in this case the two words are more consistently adjacent, for example, [índrā- várūnayoh] (Indra.DU-Varuṇa.GEN.DU) ‘of Indra and Varuṇa’ (Rgveda 1.17.1). This stage represents the beginnings of univerbation. Subsequent developments involve obligatory adjacency, loss of dual marking on the first member, and loss of accent on the first member, resulting in the same dvandva construction seen in Classical Sanskrit and discussed above, which fully parallels the other major compound types in having its first member appear in uninflected ‘stem’ form. The developments seen in the evolution of devatā-dvandvas in Vedic—that is, the lexicalization and univerbation of common collocations, and the subsequent reanalysis of an originally syntactic structure (asyndetic coordination) as a morphological one—are undoubtedly very similar to those that must have occurred in the evolution of Proto-Indo-European compounding patterns. Kiparsky (2010:320–21) explicitly refers to this process as a process of grammaticalization.

Although the precise morphosyntactic status of compounds in Vedic Sanskrit remains to be established, as noted above it is widely accepted that compounding processes in Proto-Indo-European, including those that underlie most of the major compound types of Classical Sanskrit, were fundamentally morphological processes. Since I have argued that in Classical Sanskrit these same compounding processes are SYNTACTIC processes, this implies a change at some point in the history or prehistory of Sanskrit whereby morphological processes were reanalyzed as syntactic processes. Insofar as these morphological processes themselves originated as syntactic processes in (Pre-)Proto-Indo-European, this can be seen a reversion, or at least a reanalysis in the opposite direction from that assumed for earlier periods. And insofar as it is possible to treat the morphologization of syntactic patterns as a grammaticalization, the reanalysis of morphological processes as syntactic can be considered an example of DEGRAMMATICALIZATION.58

That is, the development that must be assumed for Classical Sanskrit, whereby inherited morphological processes of compound formation were reanalyzed as syntactic processes, corresponds to the reverse of the more widely attested grammaticalization process involving the morphologization of syntactic processes. Given the strong tendency for unidirectionality in grammaticalization, this development is therefore notable, though its further diachronic and typological implications remain to be investigated.

12. Conclusion. In this article, I have discussed a number of properties displayed by Classical Sanskrit ‘compounds’ that suggest they must be treated as syntactically formed, and I have presented a formal analysis of the most common and productive compound types within a strictly lexicalist syntactic theory, which does not merely account for the data but also models the intermediate status of compounding as somewhat closer to a lexical phenomenon than other syntactic processes. There are a number of interesting implications that come out of this study, in particular from a historical perspective, as discussed in the preceding section.

In more theoretical terms, the use of nonprojecting categories to model the distinct syntax of Sanskrit compounds permits a formalization of the somewhat intermediate status of compounding between full phrasal syntax and morphology. Nonprojecting categories therefore provide a way of understanding and modeling diachronic processes such as grammaticalization and univerbation, for which the possibility of intermediate status or ambiguous analysis is a necessary prerequisite. Moreover, they do this within a strictly lexicalist syntactic theory, for which the gradient between phrase, word, and morpheme is in principle absolute (and for that reason highly problematic). No syntactic theory, however lexicalist, can deny or ignore, the reality of diachronic processes in which phrases become words, or words parts of words, or vice versa; the analysis proposed here, for one very specific example of such processes, provides the beginnings, at least, of a demonstration that no syntactic theory, however lexicalist, need deny or ignore them.
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